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   jrT is like taking the sun out of the world, to bereave 
• -*-     human life of friendship, than which  the im- j 
j mortal gods have given man nothing better, nothing ( 
) more gladdening." j 
» 
I To open the door of the mind and admit the sunshine | 
J of golden memories of college days, of happy associa- | 
: tions, of life long friendships, which gladden the heart, 1 
I and keep the  spirit young is the purpose of "The 
j Key." 
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Seventeen 
 THE   KEY 
President  HOMER  B.   WILLIAMS,  A. M.,   Pd. D. 
Eighteen 
Faculty 
STELLA M. ALLEN, M. A., Columbia 
Mathematics 
"It is a beautiful and blessed world we 
live in, 
And while life lasts to lose the enjoy¬ 
ment of it is a sin." 
GEORGE W. BEATTIE, M. A., University of Illinois. 
Agriculture 
"Satire's my weapon.' 
CALVIN J. BIERY, M. S., Ohio Northern. 
Rural Education 
"I  have a  heart  with   room  for every 
joy." 
ETHYL M. BLUM, B.A., Michigan, B. L. S.. Illino' 
Librarian 
"Order is  Heaven's first law." 
FLORENCE BROOKS 
Critic Teacher, Fourth Grade 
"He is happy whose circumstances suit 
his temper; but he is more excellent 
who can suit his temper to any cir¬ 
cumstance." 
Nineteen 
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Faculty 
J. W. CARMICHAEL, B. A., University of Michigan 
English 
"His words like so many nimble and 
airy servitors trip about him at com¬ 
mand." 
OLIVER P. CLUTTS, .1/. A., Columbia 
Education 
"Happy am I; from care I'm free! 
Why aren't they all contented like me ?" 
DANIEL J. CROWLEY, B. S., Columbia 
Industrial Arts 
"Yet has his aspect nothing of severe, 
But such a face as promised him sin¬ 
cere." 
MAUDE E. DOANE 
Critic  Teacher, Fifth Grade 
"I have ever held it a maxim, never to 
do through another what it was 
possible for me to do myself." 
HAZEL FITZGERALD, A. M., Wittenberg 
Commercial Education 
"She was our friend, faithful and just 
to us." 
Ttuenty 
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Faculty 
MARIAN D. HALL 
Music 
"Your presence glads our days.' 
HARRIET S. HAYWARD, A. M., Columbia 
Supervisor of Practice Teaching 
"To   those   who   know   thee   not,   no 
words can paint! 
And to those who know thee, all words 
are  faint." 
PEARL HEISER 
Music 
"I am beholding to you for your sweet 
music; 
I do protest my ears were never better 
fed, 
With such delightful pleasing har¬ 
mony." 
LAURA E. HESTON, B. S., Ohio State University 
Home Economics 
"Those about her, from her shall read 
the perfect ways of honor." 
CLYDE HISSONG, B. S., Miami University 
Director of Training School 
"He reads much; 
He is  a  great observer and  he looks 
quite through the deeds of men." 
^VMIlipJ*- -S^-*^*.   *  ^^p. 
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Faculty 
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WILLIAM PEARCE HOLT, B. A., Oberlin 
Geography 
"The world is a great book, of which 
they that never stir from home, read 
only a page." 
MYRA JOHNSON 
Critic Teacher, First Grade 
"Never  miss  a    joy   in    a    world    of 
trouble;  that's my theory." 
HF.RRF.RT KIM MEL. Ph.  M.,  Chicago 
Education 
"His   cogitative   faculties   immersed, 
In cogibundity of cogitation." 
E. G. KNEPPER, B. S., Ohio State University 
Commercial Education 
"Oh,   blest   with    temper    whose    un¬ 
clouded ray, 
Can make tomorrow cheerful as today." 
CLAYTON C. KOHL, Ph. D., New York University 
History 
"He whose inborn worth his acts com¬ 
mend 
Of gentle soul, to human race a friend." 
Twenty-tivo 
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Faculty 
REA MCCAIN, M. A., Columbia 
English 
"Nothing  is  impossible   to   a   willing 
heart." 
R. B. MCCAVDLESS, B. A., Nebraska IVesleyan 
Physical Education 
"Our business in the field of fight 
Is   not  to  question,   but  to  prove  our 
might." 
EFFIE MCDOWELL 
Critic Teacher, Third Grade 
"She's like the sunshine, always bright.' 
M. C. MCEWEN 
Music 
"Stately and tall he moves in the hall 
The chief of a thousand for grace." 
CLARE S. MARTIN, Ph. D., Ohio State University 
Physical Science 
"Choice   word   and    measured    phrase 
above the reach of ordinary men." 
Twenty-three 
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Faculty 
MRS. IRENE C. MOOERS 
Music 
"She sang,  and  made  the night bird 
mute." 
EDWIN L. MOSELEY, M. A., University of Michigan 
Biological Science 
"Come forth into the light of things 
Let nature be your teacher." 
CAROLINE NIELSEN, M. A., University of Nebraska 
Foreign Language 
"Thou   wert   our   guide,   philosopher, 
and friend." 
JAMES ROBERT OVERMAN, M. A., Columbia 
Mathematics 
"He possessed a peculiar talent of pro¬ 
ducing effect in whatever he said or 
did." 
C. D. PERRY, B. A., Ohio Wesleyan 
Secretary-Registrar 
"What'er he did was   done   with   so 
much ease 
In him alone it was natural to please." 
Tiuenty-four 
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Faculty 
E. C. POWELL, B. S., Ohio State University 
Industrial Arts 
"A man  he seems of cheerful yester¬ 
days 
And confident tomorrows." 
C. F. REEBS, B. A., University of Michigan 
Education 
"Write   me   as   one   who   loves   his 
fellow-man." 
JOHN M. SCHWARZ, M. A., Syracuse University 
History 
"The kindest man, the best-conditioned 
and unwearied spirit in doing 
courtesies." 
MAUDE F.  SHARP, M. A. Syracuse  University 
Dean of Women 
"Genteel in personage, 
Conduct and equipage." 
CAROLYN SHAW, B. A., Smith College 
Physical Education 
"Where there's a will, there's a way." 
'--rihd -—v! Twenty-five 
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Faculty 
WINIFRED SKILLEX, B. S., Columbia 
Extension Instructor 
"A  merry  heart  doeth  good,   like  a 
medicine." 
IREKE M. STEELE, B. S., Columbia 
English 
"Our grand business in life is not to see 
what lies dimly at a distance, 
But to do what lies clearly at hand." 
R. M. TUNNICLIFFE, B. A., University of Wisconsin 
Music 
"There is no truth obtainable by man 
than comes by music." 
MARGARET A. VIAL, B. A., Yankton College 
Critic Teacher, Sixth Grade 
"These are some things that I am 
afraid of; I am afraid to do a mean 
thing." 
MARGARET WALKER, B. S., Ohio State University 
Home Economics 
"The happy are those who have work 
which they love, and a hobby of an 
an entirely different nature which 
they  love even better." 
Twenty-six 
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Faculty 
GRACE WOOLWORTH 
Kindergarten 
"Some people are always finding fault 
with nature, for putting thorns on 
roses; 
I always thank her for putting roses 
on thorns." 
WILMA  YOUXG 
Critic Teacher, Second Grade 
"The general radiance of her face, 
When she is near, lights up the place.' 
W. A. ZAUGC, A. M., Columbia 
Extension Instructor 
"A man's task is always light, 
If his heart is light." 
Tiuenty-seven 
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Office Force 
MRS. WESLEY M. ADAMS 
Stenographer 
"She  speaks,   behaves,   and acts   as 
though she meant it." 
GERTRUDE E. BROD 
Bookkeeper 
"Beautiful  behavior  is  the  finest  of 
fine arts." 
NETTIE CRASS 
Assistant  Registrar 
"A  sunny  temper  gilds  the  edge of 
life's blackest cloud." 
WILMA FERNAU 
Bookkeeeper 
"There is a gift beyond the reach of 
art, of being eloquently silent." 
R. A. SAUER 
Financial Clerk 
"An ounce of performance is worth a 
whole world of promise." 
Twenty-eight 
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Seniors 
Class Colors, Purple and Silver 
Class Flower, Purple Hyacinth 
President  DONNAL SMITH 
Vice-President    DEWEY FULLER 
Secretary- Treasurer ISCAH BELLE DALL 
m~ 
Tiuenty-nine 
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Seniors 
ELIZABETH THOMAS, B. S. in Education 
Home Economics 
"In all, a cheerful and amiable person" 
MERYL G. HOSKINSON, B. S. in Education 
Agriculture and Science 
"Formed   by  thy   converse   happily   to 
steer 
From  grave  to   gay,   from   lively   to 
sincere." 
ELMA DIEXST, B. S. in Education 
French and English 
"Her voice was ever soft. 
Gentle and low—an excellent thing in 
woman." 
EARL LEITER, B. S. in Education 
History  and English 
"Life is a jest and all things show it." 
ETHEL CRAWFORD, B. S. in Education 
History and French 
"Whose   little   body   lodged   a   mighty 
mind." 
Thirty 
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Seniors 
DEWEY FULLER, B. S. in Education 
Agriculture and Science 
"He was a very parfit, gentil knight." 
BERTHA BRINKMAN, B. S. in Education 
Home Economics 
"Whatever  is   worth   doing  at   all,   is 
worth doing well." 
C. DELANO FOX, B. S. in Education 
History and English 
"Who mixed reason with pleasure 
And wisdom with mirth; 
If he had any faults, he has left us in 
doubt." 
RUTH LANE, B. S. in Education 
Mathematics and English 
"Who   ne'er  knew   joy  but   friendship 
might divide?" 
MORRIS BISTLINE, B. S. in Education 
Mathematics and Science 
"Nor fame I slight nor for her favors 
call; 
She comes  unlocked  for,  if  she comes 
at all." 
1*5*2 
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Seniors 
HELEN HOBERT, B. S. in Education 
Mathematics and English 
"She moves a goddess, and she looks a 
queen." 
CLEMENT VELER, B. S. in Education 
Mathematics and Science 
"For he by geometric scale 
Could take the size of pots of ale, 
And wisely tell what hour o' day 
The clock does strike by Algebra." 
PEARL CREIGHTON, B. S. in Education 
Supervision and History 
"A sweet attractive kind of grace." 
DONNAL V. SMITH, B. S. 
History and English 
in Education 
"Graced thou art with all the power of 
words." 
MARIE STEARNS, B. S. in Education 
Home Economics 
"The hand that  made you fair hath 
made you good." 
Thirty-tvio 
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Seniors 
B. M. RUTTER, B. S. in Education 
Supervision and History 
"There  is  no  substitute  for  thorough 
going,   ardent,   sincere   earnestness." 
ISCAH BELLE DALL, B. S. in Education 
English and Mathematics 
"She will or wont, depend on 't 
If she will  do't she will; and there's 
an end on 't." 
NADINE CLEVENGER, B. S. in Education 
English and Science 
"She  that  was   ever  fair,   and  never 
proud." 
JOHN M. HUMPHREYS, B. S., in Education 
History and English 
"A clean mouth and honest hand 
Will take a man through any land." 
ESTHER RUSSELL, B. S. in Education 
History and English 
"She is pretty to walk with, 
And pretty to talk with, 
And pleasant, too, to think on.1 
MILDRED LUKE, B. S. in Education 
Home Economics 
"Thy modesty's a candle to thy merit." 
!!_,_ ._. 
Thirty-three 
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Graduating Sophomores 
Class Colors, Blue and Silver 
Class Flower, Carnation 
President     HAYDEN OLDS 
Vice-President   EVELYN  SCHERFF 
Secretary    EULALIE HOFFMAN 
Treasurer  EMILY BENSON 
Thirty-five 
EY 
Graduating Sophomores 
GLADYS MCCALLISTER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A rosy dimpled cheek 
And a blue eye fond and fair." 
GLEXNA ROBINSON 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A winsome girl with a friendly smile." 
HARRIET MAURER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Meek and modest, which becomes her 
well." 
CARL BACHMAN 
Diploma in Industrial Arts 
"Men of few words are the best men." 
MARIE TAYLOR 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Much in little." 
r i 
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Thirty-six 
Graduating Sophomores 
RUTH KARRICK 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"My idea of an agreeable person is a 
person who agrees with me." 
ERMA BOBB 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Good   nature   and   good    sense   are 
usually companions." 
VIVIAN CRAUN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"She lived not to herself, but becomes 
a portion of that around her." 
ERNEST ETOLL 
Diploma in Industrial Art 
"Nature   might   stand    up    and 
'This is a  man'." 
say, 
WILHELMINA RIEGER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Be to her virtues very kind, 
Be to her faults a little blind." 
Thirty-seven 
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Graduating Sophomores 
LENORE HUNTZINCER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Her ways are ways of pleasantness." 
EMILY BENSON 
Diploma in Music 
"She's here!    I heard her giggle." 
MELVA GIBSON 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"She is true to her work, her work and 
her friends." 
GEORGE FIGGINS 
Diploma in Industrial Arts 
"Happy   and   free   from   care,   always 
contented." 
FLORENCE WOODS 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A sweet, attractive kind of grace, 
A full assurance given by looks." 
Thirty-eight 
THE   KEY  
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Graduating Sophomores 
HELEN BROWS' 
Diploma in Elanentary Education 
"Oh this learning, what a thing it is!" 
EULALIE HOFFMAN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"She's not  a  flower,  not  a  pearl;  but 
she's a jolly all around girl." 
LUCILLE KOEPFER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A meek little maid." 
TOBIAS EDWARDS 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"I'm a great student, they say." 
ANNA HENKELMANN 
Diploma in Commercial Education 
"She    attends    to    her    business    and 
wastes no time." 
Thirty-nine 
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Graduating Sophomores 
VIOLET RINEHART 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"I always laugh when I can, it's cheap 
medicine." 
GLADYS BICKLEY 
Diploma in Elementary Elucation 
"She  has  a   little  personality  all  her 
own." 
ESTHER DAILY 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Life is short and so am I." 
FRANK HUBER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A   little   nonsense   now   and   then   is 
relished by the best of men." 
GUSTA FABER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Where    are    you    going    my    pretty 
maid?" 
"None of your business, sir," she said. 
TT 
Forty 
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Graduating Sophomores 
MABEL BECKMAN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A winning  way,  a  pleasant  smile, 
A kindly word for all." 
NAOMI HART 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Those  who   know  her  best   love   her 
best." 
FRANCES MEACLEV 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"That hair—that voice—those eyes!" 
GEORGE WOLFE 
Diploma in Industrial Arts 
"None  would  suppose   it,   but   I    am 
naturally bashful." 
EMMA FRAVER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Knowledge is power." 
Forty-one 
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Graduating Sophomores 
LEOMA HORNER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A maiden crowned with glossy black¬ 
ness." 
LLOYD WITTE 
Diploma in Music 
"I must confess women like me." 
VICTORIA COOKE 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A worker at whatever she undertakes." 
I.EOXA SNYDER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A good laugh is music in a house." 
ELMA GRUBS 
Diploma in Home Economics 
"Thy modesty's a candle to thy merit.' 
Forty-tivo 
Graduating Sophomores 
AILEEN EDGECOMB 
Diploma  in  Home  Economics 
"Small measure but quality superfine.' 
IRENE RUHLMAN 
Diploma in  Elementary Education 
"She does little kindnesses which most 
leave undone." 
LEORA STOUT 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Happy-go-lucky, fair and free, 
Nothing there is that bothers me." 
LESTER SCHERFF 
Diploma in Industrial Arts 
"He  works  and   strolls  so  faithfully." 
ALICE ALLEN 
Diploma in Home Economics 
"Good qualities are often hid under a 
quiet disposition." 
Forty-three 
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Graduating- Sophomores 
FLORENCE SCHOPE 
Diploma  in Elementary Education 
"Plump  and  pleasing as a cherry." 
ARLENE PESSELL 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"She is all  perfection." 
MARYLOIS HEADLEY 
Diploma  in Elementary Education 
"Sweet   and   fair 
And on the square." 
DORIS WICKERT 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A tall, fair maid of artless grace.' 
ELSIE WEAVER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Oh! for a thousand tongues to talk." 
Forty-four 
Graduating- Sophomores 
FRANCES BUFRSTROM 
Dipolma in Music 
"A   dainty   maid   is   she,   so   prim,   so 
dear, so nice." 
EDITH GORDON" 
Diploma in  Elementary Education 
"A fine Rirl,  .nfter you know  her." 
THEI.MA NEFF 
Diploma  in Elementary Education 
"By dilifience she wins her way." 
LURA LEE BEI.I. 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Always   thoughtful,    kind    and    un¬ 
troubled." 
MARGARET WAIT 
Diploma in  Commercial Education 
"For she was just the quiet  kind whose 
nature never varies." 
Forty-jive 
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DOROTHY BATES 
Diploma  in  Elementary Education 
"All the world is a stage and Dorothy 
does her part." 
SARAH Ross 
Diploma  in Elementary Education 
"To look your prettiest as if that were 
vanity." 
MARY MCHUCH 
Diploma in  Elementary  Education 
"There  is    a    merry   twinkle    in    her 
brown eyes." 
FRANCES KURZ 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"No sham ; no veneer ; always herself.' 
ZONA DANIELS 
Diploma  in Elementary Education 
"Her lips were of a rosy shade, 
And  little  curls  above   her  brow  had 
strayed, 
By Jove! she was a winsome maid." 
Forty-six 
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Graduating Sophomores 
KATHRYN MALONEY 
Diploma  in Elementary Education 
"We  couldn't  get  along  without  the 
Irish." 
THERESA EISHEN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"The good die young—Beware!" 
BETTY ANN JOHNSON 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A  maiden   never  bold  of  spirit,  stili 
and sweet." 
BERNITA SHUPP 
Diploma in Home Economics 
"A woman's strength is in her tongue." 
MILDRED RICKETTS 
Diploma  in  Elementary Education 
"She's   a   friend   indeed,   with   all   a 
friend's best virtues  shining out." 
Il>~ 
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Graduating- Sophomores 
JEANEITE ROPER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"True   to   her   school, 
friends." 
her   work,   her 
PEARL    SHAFFER BLINN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Curly hair and blue eves 
Make you think of paradise." 
EULA CREIGHTON 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Silence is more eloquent than words." 
FLORENCE ROTHROCK 
Diploma in  Elementary  Education 
"Honors  come by  diligence." 
ESTHLR PADDOCK 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"For she was just a quiet  kind, 
Whose nature never varied." 
Forty-eight 
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Graduating Sophomores 
RUTH CROFTCHECK 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Now for a school to practice on." 
HELEN HENNING 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A maiden  modest and  self-possessed.' 
GERTRUDE  GRIFFETH 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Humble, meek and good." 
DOROTHY HILLS 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Did  a timid fairy with  a tiny brush 
Put the color in that lovely blush?" 
HAZEL HENGSTELER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"I  go home every week." 
YT 
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Graduating Sophomores 
ACXES LEVERING 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Studiousness brings  its   reward.' 
ELLA WATERS 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"If attention to business means suc¬ 
cess, she should be highly success¬ 
ful." 
RUBY GARN 
Diploma in Home Economics 
"The   work   she   does   is   nothing   but 
her best." 
VIRGINIA IRENE STIPE 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"One   who   says   little,   but   takes   in 
everything." 
MAR.IORIE COX 
Diploma in Home Economics 
"Silence is deep as eternity.' 
Fifty 
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Graduating- Sophomores 
HELEN GARSTER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"She   excels   all   women   in   the   magic 
of her locks." 
LESLIE FICCINS 
Diploma in Industrial Arts 
"Let   us   be   merry  for  human   life   is 
short." 
EVELYN SCHERFF 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Generally speaking, a woman is gen¬ 
erally speaking." 
ELEANOR SHATZEL 
Diploma in Music 
"Her very step is  music ' 
SEVILLA YOUNG 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Blushes are the rainbows of modesty." 
'fWf'F* 
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Graduating Sophomores 
MARGARET SMITH 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"She never wears a brow of care, 
But   always   has   plenty   of   smiles   to 
spare." 
RAMON CURRENT 
Diploma in Music 
"I could dance till  day is dawning, 
Then I'd want to dance all morning." 
EDNA KELLER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"All   work   and   no  fun   isn't  the   life 
for me." 
VIVIEN MURDOCK 
Diploma in Music 
"Softly her fingers wander over the 
yielding planks of ivory." 
CHRISITNK RUSSELL 
Diploma in Home Economics 
"Joyous  and   eager,   she's   in   for  any¬ 
thing." 
Fifty-two 
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Graduating Sophomores 
EVA HOLMES 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A little miss with a quiet way, 
Stores up knowledge day by day." 
THOMAS CROWLEY 
Diploma in Industrial Arts 
"Stature does not make the man." 
CLARA HOFFMAN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Always jolly, always kind, 
The kind of a girl we like to find.' 
RUTH MURLIN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Her deeds are full of vim and go.' 
MONROE ELTON 
Diploma in Industrial Arts 
"He trembled when a maid drew near." 
Fifty-three 
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Graduating Sophomores 
MARGARET MCGANN 
Diploma in  Commercial Education 
"Of manners gentle, of affections mild." 
MARGARET WILLIAMS 
Diploma in Music 
"Oh  kids,   it's  just  awful!   I  haven't 
studied a thing!" 
FLORENCE ROACH 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Never worry worry 
Till  worry worries you." 
SOLON HESRICK 
Diploma in Industrial Arts 
"He is a married man and has troubles 
of his own." 
EVERETT DOTY 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Slow but sure is his motto.' 
Fifty-four 
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Graduating Sophomores 
EDNA HARPLEY 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"I   hate  nobody,   I   am   in   charity   with 
the world." 
ROBERTINE WALDENGA 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Dark hair, dark eyes and a pleasing 
personality." 
LEOTA SNYDER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Frolicsome, happy and gay, 
As the flip of a bird on a bright sum¬ 
mer day." 
VIOLA SANDERS 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Sure, I came to school to study and 
not to  play." 
HELEN  FLYNN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Deep   brown   eyes,    running    over 
with glee." 
THELMA   NOBLE 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Not only good, but  'noble'." 
DOROTHY ERDMAN 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A most genial friend." 
HAZEL BODLEY 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"A maiden  always quiet." 
CASPER KING 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Speech   is    great,    but    silence    is 
greater." 
LUELLA MYERS 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Little I ask, my wants are few." 
HELEN ROLLER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Don't hurry, there's lots of time." 
HELEN KING 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Mighty sweet and mighty wise; 
The fun  just twinkles in her eyes." 
MARY  AGNER 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Her modest looks the cottage might 
adorn, 
Sweet as the primrose peeps beneath 
the thorn." 
LUCILLE HILL 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Is she as quiet and unassuming at 
home?" 
ETHEL GLADIEUX 
Diploma in Elementary Education 
"Unassuming  and  mild is she." 
Fifty-five 
Juniors 
Class Colors, Scarlet and Grey 
Class Floiver, American Beauty Rose 
President CARLETON JONES 
Vice-President      RUTH  SWEET 
Secretary-Treasurer  JOHN PILCHER 
Fifty-six 
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Junior Class 
Top rovi—Claude Berry, Dallas Lawrence, Robert Younkin, John Pilcher, Earl Beard, Carleton 
Jones. 
Middle row—Marjorie Dunipace,  Margaret  Halloway,   Ruth   Sweet,   Leona   Young,   Pauline 
Shockey Wilson, Otis Carl Clark, Clement Premo. 
Bottom  ro<w—Earl  Davidson,  Helen Veber,  Maude  Lantz,  Lloyd Witte,  Melva  Gibson,  Earl 
Wittmer, Paul Domrow. 
Not  in Picture—Esther  Brown,  Olive  Reichley,  Winifred  Wook,   Harry  Towers,   Merwyn 
Nelson. 
Fifty-seven 
Degree Sophomores 
Class Colors, Blue and Silver 
Class Flower, Carnation 
President   HAYDEN OLDS 
Vice-President     EVELYN   SCHERFF 
Secretary    EULALIE HOFFMAN 
Treasurer  EMILY BENSON 
Fifty-eight 
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Sophomore Degree Class 
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7'o/i rotu—Hulda Barnes, Mary Freeman, Ivan Beard, Howard Shadle, Orville Bowman, Orval 
Gundrum, Robert Roe, William Ogden. 
Second row—Orpha Knight, Frances Smith, Edith McGee, Elizabeth Snyder, Thelma Heald, 
Jean Sherer, Arlene Stannard, Eleanor Stutz, Ida Svvitzer. 
Third roiv—Esther March, Chloe Thomas, Olga Hoffman, Mildred Whistler, Olive Havens, 
Lucille Long, Laura Pope, Mildred Grau, Helen Dock. Marguerite Covrett. 
Bottom row—Harry Frankfather, Homer Moscoe, Jonathan Ladd, Hayden Olds, Jay Bone. 
Not in picture—Audrey Baker, John Huebner, Guy Nearing, John Rudolph, Otto Roth, Emery 
Shroyer, Forrest Smith, Earl Steen, Norman Swartz, Wilbur Swartz, Robert Whipple, 
George Wilson, Everett Fish, Cecile Browne. 
Fifty-nine 
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Freshmen 
Class Colors, Green and White 
Class Flower, White Carnation 
President  CARLON MILLER 
Vice-President     CHESTER HOLLOW AY 
Secretary  ALICE CRAWFORD 
Treasurer  HULDA FINCH 
Sixty 
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Margaret Althoff 
Mildred Amos 
Eileen Gorton Askey 
Audrey Barkalow 
Margaret Bartlett 
Ruth Beckman 
Geneva Beerbower 
Augusta Benien 
June  Beverstock 
Naomi Bish 
Elizabeth Bixler 
Russell   Bone 
Dorothy Bost 
Naomi   Bradshaw 
Arthur  Brand 
Martha   Brantingrham 
Donald   Brannon 
Eva  Bresler 
Marie  Bressler 
Anna Bricker 
Ijucy Briner 
Rachel Bryant 
Margaret Bulger 
Dorothy Btirger 
Jacob Burkholder 
Leone   Bussert 
Edith  Cain 
Emma  Carpenter 
Lucile   Carr 
John Case 
Margorie Chapman 
Frances B.  Clay 
Arline Cochran 
Lucille M. Connar 
Genevieve Cook 
Chester   A.   Cornell 
"Wayne F. Cornell 
Marie C.  Cowell 
Opal   Louise   Crates 
Alice Crawford 
George   S.   Crawford 
Harry Crawford, Jr. 
Reva Dame 
Dwight A. Daniels 
Blanche Davis 
Mary  Dawsey 
Helene  Winona Dewyer 
Helen  Dick 
Lenore Dille 
Delthia Doran 
Gladys Drill 
Wayne Dunipace 
John   Dunn 
Ruth A.  Elliot 
Cecil   Engle 
Ralph  Engle 
Lola Ernsberger 
Robert Mark Estrich 
Ruth   Failor 
Lillian   Fark 
Daniel  C.   Fast 
George W. Fearnside 
Ruth   Ferguson 
Helen Fetters 
Hulda A. Finch 
Earnest  Finkenbiner 
Gwendolyn Flanagan 
Cora   Flichinger 
Helen  Folk 
Harriet   Foulkes 
Theodora Fowler 
Kathryn  Frank 
Clematis Francisco 
Avanelle  Frazer 
Wanda Frazier 
Sylvia  Gable 
Teresa   Goiman 
Jennie Garrett 
Lillian Gleason 
Lucille  Grabenstetter 
Lillian Grandstaff 
Marguerite Grismore 
Leona  Gysan 
Magdalene Gysan 
Irene Hale 
Bertha Hall 
Grace Harting 
Ruth Hartman 
Mary Hathaway 
Marie Hayes 
Alice Heater 
Frank B. Hemmelgain 
Nida   Henry 
Alice Herman 
Ellen Herringshaw 
Marion Heiltein 
Robert Hetrick 
Mabel  Hill 
Barbara Hobart 
Kathryn Hobart 
Dorathy   Hoff 
Edna   Hoffman 
Arthur Hofman 
Dorothy Hofmer 
Mary Hohler 
Chester Holloway 
Dorothy Hooner 
Ellen Harn 
Grace Hossler 
Fred M.  Huffman 
Oscar Hunter 
Mary Hutchism 
Bernice   Insley 
Ada Jacob 
Ester   Jameson 
Sarah   Blodwen   Jones 
Lenore  Katzemneyer 
Katherine  Keil 
Gleo Kelley 
Grace  Kille 
Alice   Kirkendall 
Lucille   Kirkendall 
Eleanor   Kline 
Helen  Kline 
Mrs. E. G. Knepper 
Leo   Lake 
Bernita   Lance 
Mildred  Landers 
Elsie Landis 
Dorothy  Lefler 
Helena Lefler 
Mildred  Locey 
Thelma Longfellow 
Nettie Loy 
Josie Lyon 
Floy McBain 
Gladys McClung 
Martha McClure 
Calvin   McDaniel 
Alice McKee 
Kathryn   McKee 
Lenore McKinley 
Mrs. Dale McKinnis 
Leona Maillard 
Adrienne  Meeker 
Ruth  Meinhardt 
Lillian Mercer 
Carlon Miller 
Helen   Miller 
Pearl   Miller 
Amy   Mills 
Bernadette Moeder 
Cleo M. Moore 
Mayleontine  Morrison 
Marie Mueller 
Eula Murphy 
Grace  Myers 
John   Wilfred   Myers 
Mary Neason 
Estella  Neeper 
Louise  Neubieser 
Jeannetta Noel 
Mildred  Noel 
Mildred Norton 
Lenore Otto 
Caroline  Owens 
Valma   Pearson 
Helen  Perkins 
Margaret  Perkinson 
Opal Pessell 
Luella Peter 
Francis  Pfaff 
Mabel    Pfeifer 
Leroy  Phillips 
Robert  Place 
Irene Plummer 
Helen Poe 
Melzer Ray  Porter 
Charles A. Potter 
Ruth   Powell 
Kathryn   Prieur 
Marie Pulskamp 
Opal  A. Rader 
Golda  Raymond 
Anabel Reed 
Elizabeth Reel 
Katharine  Reiber 
Ruth Reinheimer 
Vera  Renollet 
Nellie Rhinehart 
Lucille  Richards 
Grace  Richmond 
Helen  Rieder 
Thelma Ritchey 
Henrietta Robertson 
Georgiana Robison 
Wayne   Roe 
Bourbon   Roebuck 
Dorothy Roth 
Shirley Rouse 
Eloise Rower 
Jessie Royal 
Bruce   Rudolph 
Lucy   Rule 
Malcolm   Sargent 
Maye   Scheffler 
Lenore  Schmidt 
Kathryn  Schriner 
Meta Schultz 
Lola Secord 
Ruth Sheline 
Robert  Shelton 
Ilva Short 
Ruby Skinner 
Florence Smith 
Doris  Snyder 
Glenn   Ell wood   Soash 
Eva Sockman 
Ruth   Solomon 
Katherine Solt 
Lulu  Sommers 
EInora   Springer 
Mildred Stallkamp 
Helen   Stalter 
Pauline   Stnnnard 
Mildred  Stelzer 
Josephine Stocker 
Irene  Stowell 
Merle Sweet 
Rella  Swint 
Madalyn  Temple 
Martha   Thibodeau 
William  Thomas 
Harry Tone 
Ruth   Torber 
Grace Tressel 
Irene Troike 
Cedel   Tussing 
Gerald Underwood 
Marie Van Alstine 
Esther Van Voorhis 
Lucy Veler 
Wilbur Vollmar 
Lenora Wallen 
Marion Walter 
Edna Waltz 
Virginia Wayman 
Esther Weaver 
Ralph  Wenner 
Murl Wentworth 
Alice Weppman 
Helen  Whipple 
Alvaretta  Whitaker 
Alyne  Wiedenhaefer 
Ida Rose Wilhelm 
Elinor Wilkinson 
Lyle Willhite 
Mary  Williams 
Harld Willman 
Ardis Witter 
Jeanette Wood 
Martha   Yambert 
Mary   Zwayer 
Sixty-two 
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Alumni Association 
OFFICERS 
President  LILLIAN TRESSEL, '20 
Vice-President IVAN LAKE, '23 
Secretary-Treasurer  JESSIE MERCER-HOWE, '20 
The Alumni Association of the Bowling Green State Normal College was organized June 
1S< '921, to foster and maintain the interest of the graduates for their Alma Mater. Its brief 
history has shown that Bowling Green State Normal College has back of it the united support 
of its hundreds of graduates. 
Up to this time the Alumni Association has functioned only at the time of Home Coming 
and the Annual Banquet. Its leaders have visions of an active relationship of the Association 
with the work of the College in bringing to its doors the best students and in furthering the best 
interests of the school. The school has prepared its sons and daughters for their future and those 
who are faithful and steadfast in their chosen fields best show their gratitude. The spirit and 
ideals of the school should ever be before them. 
Sixty-three 
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Alumni News Notes 
Claitus Stough, '20, is superintendent of the Weston Schools. He and his brother, Lester, 
'20, are partners in the Hoytville Tile Co. Lester is managing the concern and they are quite 
successful. 
Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Kennedy, former students, are the proud parents of Florence Louise, 
born on the fifth of April. 
Earl Lowrie, '23, is teaching Industrial Arts in Lorain. 
Richard Langstaff, '22, is teaching in Scott High School, Toledo. 
Ralph Schaller, '22, is superintendent of the Waterville High School. 
Charles Richardson, '22, is superintendent of the Jackson Township Centralized Schools, in 
Wood county. 
Sanford Gorsuch, '23, is teaching in a rural school near Wauseon. 
Jesse Mercer-Howe, '20, is teaching in the high school in Bowling Green. 
Fred Noller, '19,  is superintendent at Arcadia. 
John Fuller, '22, is teaching mathematics in Madison, Illinois. 
Alice Ferol Brinker, '22, is teaching French and Latin in Port Clinton. 
The following Bee Gee graduates are in Detroit where they are teaching in the grades: 
Francis Grove, Ruth Holmes, Ruth Smith, Edna Wahlers, Helen Young, Irene and Lucille 
Hellwig, Carlotta Miles, Esther Turner and Josephine Schuh. 
Laura Oberlin, '23, is teaching in Newton Falls. 
Lester Bower, '23, is teaching commercial work in Walbridge. He intends to return to 
the college next fall. 
Clive Treece, '20, is principal at Perrysburg.    Dale Treece, '20, is principal at Bloomdale. 
Edgar E. Leidy, '22, is superintendent at North Baltimore. 
Lucille Schnetzler, '23, is teaching in Maumee. 
Thelma Knull, '23, is teaching in Dunbridge. 
Elizabeth Hull, '23, is teaching in Springfield, Ohio. 
Orville Raberding, '23, is teaching in Perrysburg. 
Esther Murlin, '23, now Mrs. Thomas Crowley,  resides in Bowling Green. 
Olive Creighton, '23, is teaching at Lark School in Wood county. 
Adelyn Kneipp, '23, is teaching in  Sandusky. 
Claris Hostetter, '23, is teaching at West Hope. 
Clara Arheit, '23, is teaching in Sandusky, Ohio. 
Eloise Ross, '22, is living in Cleveland. 
Vera Sidnor-Buck, '23, is living at her home in Wauseon. 
Eva Reed Schwemer, '22, is teaching in Napoleon. 
Hazel  Craw, '22, is teaching domestic science in Lorain. 
Ethel  Cupp,  '22, is teaching in  Winchester, Ohio. 
Helen Shafer, '22, is a teacher in the Bowling Green High School. 
Lillian Tressel, '20, is teaching French in Bowling Green High School. 
Nina Weatherby, '23, is teaching at Kunkle, Ohio. 
Sixty-four 
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Book and Motor 
OFFICERS 
President ISCAH BELLE DALL 
Vice-President JONATHAN LADD 
Secretary NADINE CLEVENGER 
Treasurer J. R. OVERMAN 
The society of Book and Motor is the Honorary Organization of the college. To this society 
are elected those students who have spent at least one year at our college and who, in the opinion 
of its members, have profited most fully by the instruction offered at the Alma Mater, and 
contributed most generously to her traditions. 
The object of the society is the fostering of college spirit and the recognition of merit in 
scholarship and social activities. The emblem of the society is a gold key—the college mono¬ 
gram—surmounted by a book and motor. 
This society has been an active organization in the college and has sponsored the Student 
Loan Fund. 
The students who were honored this fall by election to the Book and Motor Society are: 
Ethel Crawford, Jonathan Ladd, Frances Meagley, Evelyn Scherff, Eleanor Shatzel and Donnal 
Smith. This spring the following additional members were elected: Jay Bone, Earl Davidson, 
Irene Ruhlman, Eulalie Hoffman, Frances Buerstrom, and Jean Sherer. 
Sixty-five 
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Home Economics Club 
OFFICERS 
President   BERNITA   SHUPP 
Vice-President   MARGARET HALLOW AY 
Secretary-Treasurer  ELMA GULHS 
Membership in the Home Economics Club is open to all students in the Home Economics 
Department and to any other college students, interested in the work of the club. 
Since its organization in 1921, the club has held monthly meetings, consisting of varied and 
interesting programs. The first meeting each year is a social one. In the meetings, which follow, 
all phases of work of interest to Home Economics students are reviewed by means of papers and 
talks by the members of the club. 
One of the most interesting programs this year was put on by the girls of the sixth grade 
of the training school and directed by members of the club. The main part of the program 
was a health play, "Doctor Milkbottle." The other features of the program emphasized the 
value and importance of health. 
All women in the college are invited to the annual party, which is held in the spring of 
the year.    The success of this entertainment convinces us of the truth of the old saying: 
"IVe may live without poetry, music, and art; 
"We may live without conscience, and live without hearts; 
We may live without friends, we may live without books; 
But civilized man cannot live without cooks." 
-4. 
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Varsity "N' 
OFFICERS 
President   EARL  LEITER 
Vice-President   M.   G.   HOSKINSON 
Secretary-Treasurer DEWEY  FULLER 
Every man awarded the official "N" by the Athletic Committee for services rendered in 
a varsity squad, is by virtue of this letter a member of the Varsity "N" Club. It is possible 
to receive a letter in  football, basketball, baseball, tennis, and track. 
The Varsity "N" Club of 1924 is the largest in the history of the school. 
Sixty-seven 
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The Emerson Literary Society 
OFFICERS 
President   JONATHAN  LADD 
Vice-President  ISCAH BELLE DALL 
Secretary-Treasurer   MILDRED  LUKE 
Chairman Program Committee RUBY GARN 
Sponsor  Miss NIELSEN 
There is in every educational institution both the need and the desire for an organization 
which will be strictly representative of the classical and cultural interests of the student body. 
The Emerson Literary Society has endeavored to be such an organization, making its programs, 
as nearly as possible, of a purely literary nature. The program committee tried to choose for 
each meeting a subject of universal interest, and to develop the various phases of this subject 
in short talks, papers, etc. In addition, the musical talent of the society was enlisted as a 
supplement to the literary, with the result that some exceedingly interesting programs were held. 
The social activities of the Emersons, although of secondary concern, were by no means 
inferior. Immediately after their organization last fall, a little reception for the new members 
was held in the gymnasium. Friday evening, February 15, the Emerson Society co-operated 
with the Wilsonian Society in a very delightful Valentine party, to which the student body 
was invited. 
Since its organization in 1914, the Emerson Literary Society has been making tradition for 
Bowling Green State Normal College—and tradition means real college spirit. So let's have 
more of it, Emersons! 
Sixty-eight 
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The Win One Club 
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OFFICERS 
President DONNAL V. SMITH 
Vice-President  HELEN HOBERT 
Faculty Advisor O. P. CLUTTS 
The Win One Club organized three years ago, is an organization to which the entire 
student body belongs. The purpose of this club is to make the work of the college better known 
among the pupils of the high schools of Ohio. This organization has charge of all activities 
involving the entire student body.    The most important event this year was Home Coming Day. 
Sixty-nine 
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OFFICERS 
President   EMILY  BENSON 
Vice-President  CHLOE THOMAS 
Secretary-Treasurer  PEARL CREIGHTON 
1 he Women's League is the self-government association of the women students of the 
college, organized  in  the year   1918. 
Upon matriculation in college all women automatically become members of this organization, 
the object of which is to regulate all matters pertaining to the student life of its members which 
do not fall under the immediate jurisdiction of the faculty. It is the medium through which 
the students may express themselves; in which they may learn self-control, co-operation and 
the value of responsibility to one another. 
One outgrowth of the League is the "Big Sisters" movement. This was a special feature of 
the faculty reception  held for the students in the fall. 
Soon after the opening of college our sophisticated "Big Sisters" planned a "Get-Wise" 
party  for their  green  little sisters. 
In January came the much anticipated Girls' Prom which always proves to be an event 
full  of  laughter  and  fun. 
The Penny Fair was os much of a success as ever, not only from the standpoint of a good 
time, but financially as well. The proceeds will be used to defray the expenses of sending our 
retiring president and her successor as delegates to the Mid-Western Student Government Con¬ 
vention to be held in May at Columbia, Missouri. 
One of the outstanding activities of the League was the series of lectures given for the 
girls. Mrs. Robert Morris of Toledo reviewed Emily Post's "Etiquette" and Mrs. Mary Cart- 
wright, of the Ohio State Department of Health, talked on the subject of Moral Health. She 
spoke to the League two afternoons, to the whole student body at chapel, and at Williams Hall 
in the evening. The girls are hoping to hear Miss Laura Heston give her interesting account 
of the little "goops" in her talk on "Table Etiquette" which has been so much appreciated 
each year. 
The officers recently elected for next year are as follows: Chloe Thomas, President; Hulda 
Finch, Vice-President; Edith McGee, Secretary; Olga Hofman, Treasurer. We feel quite con¬ 
fident that these girls are capable of helping to foster the high ideals and traditions which the 
League has tried to establish. 
Seventy 
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Honor Board of Williams Hall 
The Honor Board of Williams Hall is a branch of the student government association, 
working under, and responsible to the Executive Board of the Women's League. The House 
Chairman, elected by the girls in the hall, appoints one from each corridor as a member of 
the board. Those chosen for the present year are: Olga Hofman, House Chairman; Ethel 
Crawford, Iscah Belle Dall,  Frances Meagley, Anna Henkelmann. 
IT 
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College Social Committee 
Top roiu—Miss Walker, Frances Meagley, Harry Towers. 
Bottom row—Russell Bone, Iscah Belle Dall, Mr. Crowley, Mrs. Sharp. 
Not in picture—Mr. Reebs. 
a- 
The College Social Committee is composed of four faculty members and a representative 
of each of the four college classes. The class representatives are chosen by the president. The 
social calendar and budget for the entire school year are made up by this committee. Mrs. 
Maude Sharp, Dean of Women, is chairman. 
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i A. B. C.                                                     I 
! i 
OFFICERS 
I President  ESTHER RUSSELL ' 
Vice-President    ...     JEAN SHERER 
I Secretary-Treasurer THELMA HEALD j 
I f 
| Several years ago an organization for the support of athletics and the fostering of school                      | 
■ spirit was formed by the girls of the college.    In the fall of 1922 the society was reorganized                      1 
as the Athletic Booster Club, now better known as the "A. B. C."    Its purpose is well implied i 
in its name. * 
I I 
I Although a very young organization, the A. B. C's have accomplished much.    An annual                      I 
I event under the auspices of this organization is the football  banquet given to the squad at the                       I 
I end of each season, at which time the new captain is elected.    Following the banquet is the                      > 
j Annual  Kick-Off  Party,  which  takes its name  from the  impressive  little ceremony in  which                      | 
i; the  Ex-Captain  kicks  off  to  the  Captain-elect.    The society  this  year helped  to  purchase  a                      | 
^ beautiful set of blankets for the football squad.    Besides this, the organization has shown more                      t 
■. Pep and college spirit than any other society in school, the A. B. C. crowd being in evidence                      i 
' at every game.                                                                                                                                                                        * 
I '                               '                                       I 
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j OFFICERS 
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j -     Vice-President  MALCOLM SARGENT 
J Chairman of Program Committee JUNE BEVERSTOCK 
» Chairman of Entertainment Committee MARGARKT COVRETT 
1 
Country Life Club 
President  FRANCES  KURZ 
The Country Life Club is a social organization open to all students in the college. 
1
 The  regular  meetings,   which  are  held  every  two  weeks,   afford   an   excellent  opportunity 
' for the students to become well  acquainted by providing entertainment in  the form of games, 
' dancing and  contests.    Part of the  program  is  devoted to music,   reading, current events,  and 
I different phases of country life. j 
! Last fall the club gave a taffy pull, and in the spring the members are planning a party 
i to which the  entire student body and  the faculty will  be invited. - 
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Five Brothers Fraternity 
One of the most active organizations of the College is Ye Olde Five Brothers Fraternity, 
which has prospered two and one-half years. Much is surmised but little is known of the 
origin or  actual work of the group. 
Ye Olde Brothers was originated in the Industrial Arts Department of the college in 1922 
by five fellows who were very close friends. The club was formed in name only, having no 
definite purpose in view. 
Soon after this the organization began to take form and to have definite ideas and aims. 
They drew themselves into a closer and more brotherly band of men and as time passed, the 
fraternity became a lasting reality with a strong desire to carry out their purposes. 
Ye Olde Five Brothers maintain as their motto, "All for one, one for all." The fraternity 
holds  uppermost in  its purposes the boosting and bettering of the college.    At everv turn, the 
work of the  Five Brothers has been  evident  and the true spirit of the men  is admired by all 
with whom they come in contact. 
The Five Brothers are all thrifty, healthy, red-blooded students who have proven that 
they are "sound in mind and body." The membership includes men selected from the various 
college activities and these talents assimilated into one group make an infallible combination. 
The fraternity not only includes men who are well developed by experience but often-pledges 
the "green" unseasoned youth of the plains and as a neophyte, he passes through tests which 
"may be cruel  and  uncalled  for;  but nevertheless are just!" 
Though the membership is limited to a select few, the democratic spirit which prevails 
on the college campus, is freely manifested by Ye Olde Five Brothers Fraternity. 
Following is the roll  of active Five Brothers and Neophytes. 
Active Members 
Meryl   Hoskinson 
Carl  Bachman 
Ivan   Lake 
C. Delano Fox 
Donnal  Smith 
Ernest Etoll 
Clement  Premo 
Merwin Nelson 
Morris Bistline 
Earl Wittmer 
Robert Younkin 
Homer Moscoe 
Solon Hesrick 
Carlyle   Kennedy 
Thomas  Crowley 
Ralph Castner 
Earl Davidson 
Claude Berry- 
Wayne Dunipace 
William Thomas 
Harry Frankfather 
Dewey Fuller 
Jonathan Ladd 
Estel Mohr 
Neophytes 
Earl  Steen 
Harry Crawford 
Melzer Porter 
Faculty Adviser 
O. P. Clutts 
Seventy-eight 
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"Seven Sisters" 
-..-JT 
Early in the fall of 1922, a group of seven college girls organized themselves into a society 
known as the "Seven Sisters". Some of the members have graduated and the society has taken 
in four other girls during the year  1923-24. 
A reunion of the old and new members of the society was held in Bowling Green at Home 
Coming time and it was decided to make this a yearly event. 
The society has tried to support every college activity and in addition, has enjoyed many 
social events such  as parties, luncheons, and spreads. 
Eighty 
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The Five Sisters 
OFFICERS 
Grand Mash HELEN VEBER 
Eice Mash  OLIVE  HAVENS 
Torch  MILDRED WHISLER 
Purser   JUNE  BEVERSTOCK 
S. A FRANCES KURZ 
O. S LEORA STOUT 
G. P LEONA HORNER 
The Five Sisters is an organization of college girls, fully recognized by the college and its 
authorities. 
The plan of the organization was conceived last fall and after gaining the consent of 
President Williams, the girls met, elected officers and took the name of Five Sisters. Their con¬ 
stitution provides for the admission of new members who must meet certain specified qualifications. 
The purpose of the society is three-fold: to foster college spirit, to furnish an incentive 
to good scholarship and to develop social affability. 
Eighty-one 
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Quill Type 
4  ^ ?.UiV. 
OFFICERS 
President   LYLE  WILLHITE 
Vice-President  ERNEST FINKENBINER 
Secretary-Treasurer  HARRY TONE 
During the last week in March, 1924, the students of the Commercial Department organized 
for the purpose of making outsiders better acquainted with the work of their department and 
of being themselves mutually benefited. They chose as their motto, "Speed, accuracy, and 
efficiency"—the factors most emphasized in the business world. 
The society meets twice a month in the Stenography room of the Science Building. The 
first part of the session is devoted to business and the last, to a social time. Since the present 
members number only twenty-six they have become thoroughly acquainted—a fact which makes 
the meetings  very enjoyable. 
In the organization are three different kinds of members: honorary, associate, and active. 
The honorary members are all those who in former years have graduated from the Commercial 
Course; the associate are those who are taking at least half, but not all their work in the 
department; and the active members are the regular Commercial students. The last are the 
only ones  entitled  to vote. 
The organization wishes to invite all Commercial graduates to attend any of its meetings. 
Whenever open meetings are held the public is welcomed. If the society can keep in touch 
with all graduates—past, present, and future—much good can be accomplished along the line 
of  Commercial  Education. 
Eighty-two 
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The Auditorium 
The auditorium is the scene of many of the most pleasant of the college activities. From 
its platform are given, from time to time, debates, musical programs, plays by the drama class 
and the various numbers of the Entertainment Course. The auditorium is also the scene of the 
weekly chapel exercises which are a feature of the college life. 
Eighty-four 
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The Debating Association 
Professor J. W. CARMICHAEL should be con¬ 
gratulated upon his success and faithful 
coaching. He has been the most successful 
coach of debate the institution has ever pos¬ 
sessed and we should all feel proud of him. 
Coach   CARMICHAEL 
Organization 
President C. DELANO FOX 
Student Manager   G.  M. WILSON 
All men's teams and this year's mixed teams have held eight regulation debates, that is, with 
six judges, winning all of these, and securing nineteen out of a possible twenty-four points. 
Certainly this positive and experimental record of debating in Bee Gee is one of which all 
interested in the College should be proud. 
But in a far larger manner, it should be noted that these debaters, many of whom have 
gone out into the active affairs of life, and into other colleges, or who have graduated from 
higher institutions of learning, have been highly successful. It is not too much to say that the 
training in the study of a question, its analysis, brief making, preparation of speeches, and the 
give and take of rebuttal added to the actual experience of appearing before an audience has 
been a determining factor in such success as has been attained. 
Eighty-five 
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Affirmative Team 
Left to right—COVRETT, PILCHER, SMITH. 
First Speaker  MARGARET COVRETT 
Second Speaker J0HN PILCHER 
Third Speaker DONNAL V. SMITH 
Our affirmative team met the Bluffton College Negative Team at Bowling Green. Feb¬ 
ruary 28, and won two decisions out of three from the judges. Bowling Green College succeeded 
in winning both sides of the League of Nations dispute. Miss Covrett and Mr. Pilcher will be in 
school next year while Mr. Smith graduates. 
Eighty-six 
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Negative Team 
Lejt to right-—RUTTER, MEACLEY, FOX, WILSON. 
First Speaker FRANCES MEAGLEY 
Second Speaker C. DELANO FOX 
Third Speaker G. M. WILSON 
Alternate B. M. RUTTER 
The Bowling Green College Negative Team, at Adrian, Michigan, where they met the 
affirmative team of that college, succeeded in convincing all the judges that the United States 
should not enter into the present League of Nations. Miss Meagley, Mr. Fox and Mr. Rutter 
graduate this year, leaving only Mr. Wilson as a nucleus for next year's team. 
Eighty-seven 
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i j | The Treble  Clef  Club,  the  oldest musical   organization  of  the  college,   was  organized  by 
j Ernest Hesser early in the history of the institution.    At the present time, the club is made up 
! of fifty young women  who  meet every Tuesday afternoon  for an  hour's practice  under R. M. 
| Tunnicliffe, director of music at the college. 
I 
■ The  purpose  of  the  club  is to  furnish  opportunity  for  practice  in   reading the  best  class 
| of part songs, and to give to the students a better appreciation of choral music by taking part 
j in  its  rendition.    The   recitals given  every  spring  are  helpful  in   raising the  standards  of the 
' student body and community. 
I 
j The college having recognized the excellence of the work being done, is soon to grant college 
1 credit  for this  course. 
I The officers of the club this year are:    President, Frances Buerstrom,  Evanston,  111.;   Fice- 
I                        President,   Eleanor   Shatzel,   Bowling  Green,   Ohio,   and   Treasurer,   Vivian   Murdock,   Bowling 
r^     r\L:- Green, Ohio. 
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The Treble Clef Club 
First Soprano 
Benson,  Emily 
Bressler,  Marie 
Buerstrom, Frances 
Garster, Helen 
Gibson, Melva 
Hengsteller,  Hazel 
Hoffman,  Clara 
Kirshner, Annabelle 
Miller, Helen 
McKinnes, Roberta 
Murdock, Vivian 
Pessel, Opal 
Pessel, Arlene 
Prieur, Catherine 
Roper, Jeanette 
Rule, Lucy 
Russell, Christine 
Scherff, Evelyn 
Schope, Florence 
Second Soprano 
Bulger, Margaret 
Cox, Marjorie 
Alto 
Dock, Helen 
Fowler, Theodora 
Heald, Thelma 
Hobert, Helen 
Knepper, Grace 
McKinley, Lenore 
Mercer, Lillian 
Mueller, Mary 
Norton, Mildred 
Shatzel, Eleanor 
Smith, Margaret 
Van Voorhis, Esther 
Veler, Lucy 
Grubbs, Elma 
Gyson, Leona 
Hoffman, Eulalie 
Jones,  Blodwen 
Kurz, Frances 
Meagley,  Frances 
Stutz,  Eleanor 
Weaver, Elsie 
Williams, Margaret 
Eighty-nine 
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Male Quartet 
-h-. 
The College Male Quartet was organized in the spring of 1921 with the following member¬ 
ship, Richard Langstaff, Richwood, Ohio; Kenton Moore, Kenton, Ohio; Lloyd Witte, Scotch 
Ridge, Ohio, and Ivan Lake, Bowling Green, Ohio. 
The purpose of the organization is two-fold,—1st. to offer an opportunity for the musical 
development of the individual members by careful training in both solo and ensemble singing and, 
—2nd., to give to the student body and the community the opportunity to hear the best class 
of male quartet music sung with attention to finish and interpretation. 
The quartet sings frequently at the college and before different organizations in Bowling 
Green and vicinity. Each year the quartet gives a local concert and a few concerts in other 
places, and furnishes the music for the commencements of several of the nearby high schools. 
The present personnel of the quartet is, Ramon Current, Dunbridge, Ohio; Clement Premo, 
Potsdam, N. Y., Lloyd Witte, Scotch Ridge, Ohio, and Estell Mohr, Wauseon, Ohio. 
Ninety 
String Quartet 
The College String Quartet, composed of Helen Hull, first violin; Melzer Porter, second 
violin; M. C. Mc Ewen, viola and Glenna Craw, cello, is the youngest organization in the college 
music department, having had its initial rehearsal in January, 1923. The programs for the 
chapel exercises and for different clubs in Bowling Green have been greatly appreciated. Several 
concerts have taken the quartet to neighboring towns. The quartet has been especially helpful 
in demonstrating types of musical form for the students of the music department, and in acquaint¬ 
ing them with the better known chamber music of the master composers. The quartet rehearses 
twice a week. 
Ninety-one 
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The Orchestra 
The College Orchestra is in the growing state. It is not yet two years old. Under the 
leadership of Mr. Tunniclitfe, head of the Music Department, it is improving consistently. The 
aim of the orchestra is to play a good class of music well. No complete concerts have as yet 
been given by this group. It has added much to the musical part of the chapel exercise each 
week. The following players make up the college orchestra: Mr. Tunniclitfe, conductor; Helen 
Hull, Melzer Porter, Eugene Shockey, Ralph Engle, Hubert Schwarz, Miss Hall, Paul Domrow, 
Edna Hoffman, and Mildred Stocker, violins; M. C. McEwen, viola; Glcnna Craw, cello; Pro¬ 
fessor Powell, clarinet; Clement Premo, French liorn; William Thomas, trombone; Estell Mohr, 
baritone horn; Leo Lake, drums, and Margaret Williams, piano. The orchestra meets regularly 
Wednesday evening for two hours practice. 
3^v. Ninety-tiuo 
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College Band 
For the first time in the history of our college, a meeting of all the men who could toot 
a horn was called at the beginning of the school year. After much noise and effort, this 
aggregation  developed into  a smoothly-playing band. 
The band made its first appearance early in the football season. Considering the length 
of time that this band has been playing together, many favors have been bestowed upon it. The 
band had the honor of playing for the dedication of our new athletic field on Home Coming Day. 
The band wishes to express its appreciation to all who have made the Bowling Green Ohio 
State College Band a success. 
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Gold Mask Club 
5yy~'. 
The first Drama class was begun in the fall of 1921. In the fall of 1922 a large number 
of the members of this first class were still in school. They did not want to drop their dramatic 
activities, so they formed themselves into an organization known as the "Gold Mask Club," and 
they have as their pin the head of a jester. 
The purposes of the society are to study contemporary drama and to become acquainted 
with the important events and trends in the present field of the drama. The club meets once 
a month for this purpose. 
The club has also put on a play each year at the Del Mar Theatre under the auspices of 
the Women's Club of Bowling Green. The play presented this year was "The Witching Hour" 
by Augustus Thomas. There were not enough members of the club to fill the cast so several 
other people from the college were asked to take part. 
Any person who has taken the four-hour course in dramatics, as given each year, can 
become a member of the society if he fulfills certain requirements that the society prescribes. 
Ninety-four 
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The Witching Hour 
The Woman's Club of Bowling Green 
Presents 
THE GOLD MASK CLUB 
in Augustus Thomas' Play 
"THE WITCHING HOUR'' 
Under the Direction of Rea McCain 
at the DEL-MAR THEATRE 
8:15 P. M., WEDNESDAY, MARCH  19th,  1924 
Cast of Characters 
Susan  Iscah Belle Dall 
Jack Brookfield  C.  Delano Fox 
Tom Denning Clement Premo 
Mrs. Alice Campbell Esther Russell 
Mrs. Helen Whipple Helen Shafer 
Viola  Campbell   Helen  Hobert 
Clay Whipple     John  H.  McDowell 
Frank Hardmuth Ivan E. Lake 
Lew  Ellinger  M.  G.  Hoskinson 
Justice Prentice  Carleton C. Jones 
Justice   Henderson   Jonathan  Ladd 
Maid  Elma Dienst 
Colonel Bayley  Robert L. Whipple 
Mr. Emmett Estell E. Mohr 
ACT I. 
An evening gathering at the home of Jack Brookfield in Louisville, Kentucky. 
ACT   11. 
A call  at the home of Justice Prentice in Washington, D. C. 
ACT III. 
Back at Jack Brookfield's. 
ACT IV. 
Same as Act III. 
Ninety-five 
Drama Class 
The   drama  class   is   a   regular  curriculum   course  class,   allowing  two   hours   credit   each 
semester. 
After having completed four hours of college credit class work, the members of the class 
are eligible to membership in the Gold Mask Club. 
The plays given by the drama class during 1923-1924, are: 
"Seventeen" November 9 
"The Lion and the Mouse" January 25 
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" April 10 
"The Piper" May 29 
Ninety-six 
The Piper 
PRESENTED BY DRAMA CLASS % 
COLLEGE AUDITORIUM MAY 29, 1924 
THE CAST 
The Piper Clement Premo 
Michael, the sword eater Jay Bone 
Cheat, the Devil Carleton C. Jones 
Jacobus, the Burgomeister  Jonathan Ladd 
Kurt, the Syndic John Rudolph 
Axel, the Cobbler A. E. Baker 
Hans, the Butcher Ivan Beard 
Veronika, the wife of Kurt Evelyn Scherff 
Barbara, daughter of Jacobus Frances Meagley 
Wife of Hans Eulalie Hoffman 
Wife of Axel   Eleanor Stutz 
Hannele Pauline Shockey Wilson 
Old  Ursula  Jean  Sherer 
Old Claus John Humphreys 
Use   Esther  Daily 
Trude Irene Ruhlman 
Ninety-seven 
The Entertainment Course 
RUSSIAN  CATHEDRAL QUARTET 
The Annual Entertainment Course has come to be one of the most enjoyable and profitable 
'features of college life at Bowling Green. The course for 1923-2+ has probably been the best 
in the history of the college. It opened on November 6th with a concert by Alice Gentle, 
dramatic soprano of the Scotti, Ravinia Park and San Carlo Opera Companies. Miss Gentle 
won  her  audience  with  her charming  personality  and  wonderful  voice. 
On December 10th, Judge Ben B. Lindsey, of the Juvenile Court in Denver, told of his 
work with the boys and girls of that city who have been brought before him for violating the 
laws.   Judge Lindsey believes that there is much good in even the worst boy or girl. 
On January 15th Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell gave an account of his work as a medical 
missionary among the people of Labrador. 
The third lecture on February 11th, was by Maud Ballington Booth, the "Little Mother" of 
the Prisons. Mrs. Booth described the work that she has been doing for years to better prison 
conditions and help the prisoners find honest work upon their release from prison walls. It 
is seldom that one has the opportunity, within such a short time, of hearing and becoming 
acquainted with three such great personalities as Judge Lindsey, Dr. Grenfell and Mrs. Booth. 
The second musical number of the course was a concert on March 4th by the Russian 
Cathedral Quartet from the world-renowned Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul. Their program 
of Russian chants, folk songs, and operatic selections, with an occasional favorite number in 
English, was unique and inspiring. 
The Zoellner String Quartet will close the course with a concert on June 4. The members 
of this organization have been playing together for years and the quartet is conceded by musical 
critics to be one of the finest now in this country. They will undoubtedly bring a most suc¬ 
cessful year to a fitting close. 
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1 Our Aim in Athletics                                            j 
i i 
I First of all we are in the period of building and it is essential to the Athletic Department                        j 
I that its men stay throughout their college days with the school  and system that is being main-                        j 
I tained for them.    In the past so many men came for a semester or a year, proved themselves                      j 
valuable,  and then  moved on  to what they  hoped  to  be  a  greater chance.    Our  aim  in  this                        j 
, particular  phase  of   athletics  is  to  make  Bowling  Green   College   Athletics  so   attractive   and                       j 
f worth-while that the greater chance will  be within our own  fields  and walls rather than over                       » 
I the hills to some distant school.                                                                                                                                                   I 
! ...                                                         * | Our second aim is to train men to go out prepared to coach athletics.    Generalized athletics                      I 
| is the only way to take care of this problem properly.                                                                                                        | 
i '                             ! 
« The average high school can not afford a man specialized in one branch of sport, but rather                       t 
one who knows all  sports equally well.    We therefore urge our men to generalize in  athletics 
as much  as possible. 
!
R. B. MCCANDLESS, Athletic Director. 
j 
Our last aim is to develop clean sportsmanship and a love of competitive games.    A man f 
who is a clean sportsman will be a clean type of individual in any walk of life.    To be a clean t 
sportsman is to be an honest sportsman—, and to be an honest sportsman is to be an individual j 
worth while,  an asset to the world,  rather than  a liability.    If we can  accomplish these three j 
aims our task will be well done and a victory well earned in the realm of sport. j 
j 
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COACH McCANDLESS 
From the beginning of the football season in September, Coach McCandless has worked 
untiringly for the athletic interests of Bowling Green. "Mac" possesses all kinds of athletic 
knowledge. In fact he is a regular encyclopaedia of athletics both in experience and acquaint¬ 
ance. He is a devoted worker, very optimistic at heart, and sincere in purpose. These things, 
together with the true sportsman that Coach Mac is, give him the qualifications, which make 
him a coach second in efficiencv to none. 
One hundred one 
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SMITH—Student Manager 
When it came to handling the detail work of the Athletic 
Department, Don made an ideal manager. With his pep and 
ambition, he was always where needed. Much credit should 
be given him for carrying out his work so efficiently. 
Captain  YOUNKIN—"BOB" 
"Bob," with his fight and spirit, made a fine leader for the 
team. He is a hard, consistent player, never knowing what the 
word "quit" means. "Bob" divided his time at fullback and 
center this year and always handled each in  good shape. 
Younkin, who is a Bowling Green boy, will be with us again 
next year and another big year for him on the gridiron is ex¬ 
pected. 
One hundred two 
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PREMO 
Captain Premo was shifted from his old forward position 
to running guard, where he soon adapted himself, and proved 
to be one of the fastest guards in the Conference. 
His best work was against Bliss College at Columbus, when 
he hit his stride and scored the major part of his team's points. 
M ES5S—. ■^^g^^* 
CAPTAIN "BOB" 
Captain "Bob" is an all-around ball player, a field general, 
and well worthy of his position as captain. He is a steady in¬ 
field man ; a valuable cog on the initial sack or hovering around 
third, and a consistent hitter. 
With Captain "Bob" at the helm our club is sure to account 
well for itself. 
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Capt.-Elect. CASTNER—"ZIBE" 
"Zibe", playing his second year for Bowling 
Green, was one of the feared linemen of the con¬ 
ference. In spite of his weight, he could cover much 
ground and was seen in the midst of nearly every 
play. As a leader, he is sure to have the co-opera¬ 
tion of every man on the squad and Bowling Green 
should have a very successful season. 
From this Bowling Green lad, we expect big 
things next fall. 
BISTLINE 
"Bobbie" was one of the most versatile men on 
the squad, playing center, guard, tackle and end. 
He could always be depended upon in any emerg¬ 
ency. 
The services of this Bowling Green lad will be 
greatly missed next year. 
FIGGINS 
George, although serving his first year on the 
football squad, soon developed into one of the best 
fullbacks in the conference. With his speed and 
weight, George made the going rough for oppos¬ 
ing teams. 
We hope to see the West Unity boy back in the 
moleskins in 1924, as we are sure that next season 
will be a banner season for him. 
One hundred six 
HESRICK—•'Dutch" 
"Dutch" completed his second season at quarter¬ 
back for Bowling Green and again proved himself 
to be a good field general, passer, place kicker, and 
ground gainer when necessary. 
We expect next year to hear of the Bryan lad 
coaching some championship high school squad. 
ETOLL—"Ernie" 
For the third time we find "Ernie" listed among 
the varsity football men. Though handicapped by 
injuries during the early season, he played some 
great games in the line. 
Etoll is another Bryan product and next year 
will probably be using his "drive" and "pep" in 
developing some team into championship caliber. 
FOX—"Big Drink" 
"Big Drink" divided his playing between fullback 
and tackle, his work at tackle being the more out¬ 
standing, due to experience gained there in former 
years. 
"Foxy" completed his football career this year for 
Bowling Green, as he is a graduating Senior. 
One hundred seven 
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PLACE—"Bo J" 
Although late in joining the squad, "Bob" soon 
demonstrated his ability in the backfield and as a 
general utility backfield man was hard to beat. 
Next year with early season training, "Bob" 
should make one of the most dangerous backfield 
men in the conference. 
SKIBBIE—"Gus" 
Playing his fourth season for Bowling Green, 
"Gus" was shifted from end to halfback where he 
soon proved his usefulness by his broken field run¬ 
ning and forward pass receiving. 
Skibbie is another Bowling Green lad and his 
presence on the varsity next fall will be very much 
missed. 
DAVIDSON—"Davy" 
"Davy," although light, always played a hard, 
scrappy game at guard. Many times did he break 
through the line and "spill" the opponents for 
losses. 
"Davy", another Bowling Green product, is a 
Junior this year and next fall should be of even 
more  value to the team than this year. 
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FULLER—"Dick" 
For playing guard, "Dick" had every quality 
needed. He was in the midst of every play and 
always gave all he had for the Orange and Brown. 
"Dick" is a Senior and, should he enter athletic 
work next year, should be most successful. 
NEARING—"Jake" 
"Jake", playing his first year for Bowling Green, 
showed the same "pep" and spirit for which he 
has always been noted. As a defensive end and 
recoverer of fumbles, "Jake" was hard to beat. 
Nearing, who is from Bowling Green, will be 
with us again next fall and should make one of 
the best ends in the conference. 
CROWLEY—"Tommy" 
"Tommy," in spite of his lack of weight, was one 
of the hardest tacklers on the squad and when in 
possession of the ball could usually "wiggle" his 
way for a gain. 
Crowley, who hails from Potsdam, N. Y., is a 
Sophomore and next year should be one of the 
most valuable men on the squad. 
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SMITH—"Don" 
"Don" stepped out and won his Varsity Football 
N by hard, consistent fighting, whether in prac¬ 
tice or in the game. When it came to "pep," Don 
always had it. 
Smith, who received his high school athletic 
training at Convoy, Ohio, is a Senior and will be 
much missed by the squad next fall. 
HOSKINSON—"Hotch" 
"Hotch." although small, played guard with a 
"never say die" spirit. After each play, "Hosky" 
was always up encouraging his fellow linemen and 
ready to go, himself. 
He is another Senior and the loss of his "pep" 
and spirit will be felt much next year. 
BACHMAN—"Muns" 
"Muns" again proved himself one of the best 
pass receivers and kickers in the conference. With 
Muns at end, opposing teams were always fearful 
of forward pass attacks. 
Carl has one more season to play and next year 
should  be his  best. 
One hundred ten 
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MOHR—"Dinty" 
"Dinty" soon learned to use his strength and 
drive in a guard position and always gave a good 
account of himself, playing a hard, consistent game. 
Mohr, who hails from Wauseon, will be with 
us again next fall and with this year's varsity ex¬ 
perience, should make a lineman hard to beat. 
WITTMER—"IVitty" 
Earl was shifted to halfback this year, and with 
his speed and hard tackling handled his new job 
in good shape. 
We hope to see "Witty" in action next year again, 
as he should be one of the best backfield men on the 
conference. 
KENNEDY—"Scoop" 
"Scoop" was only able to show his ability at 
tackle during the two opening games, being on the 
injured list the remainder of the season. He gave 
a good account of himself in every game in which 
he played, and would have been a big asset to the 
team, could he have completed the season. 
"Scoop" received his previous athletic training 
at Potsdam,  New  York. 
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i Football Review 
j 
j 
j With the opening of school in September, Coach McCandless and his men began earnestly 
j to  fit  themselves  for  the  heaviest  football   schedule  ever  attempted  by  Bowling  Green.     The 
j results, although not all victories, indicate the success of their efforts. 
j 
j BOWLING GREEN o, OHIO NORTHERN 46. 
! With but two weeks practice and with few men tried in their positions, Bowling Green met 
{ the heavy  Northern  eleven on  the local  field.    Only once  was Bowling  Green  within  scoring 
j distance, that being early in the second half when  by a series of passes, the ball was carried 
j to  Northern's   10-yard  line.    The  game  proved to  Coach  "Mac"  the  value of  his men,  and 
i although a defeat, the team smiled and set out to do better the next week. 
! 
I BOWLING GREEN  12, HEIDELBERG 13. 
I Playing their first intercollegiate football game with Heidelberg, Bowling Green was again 
{ forced to take defeat but by only a one point margin.    The Orange and Brown started fast, 
j scoring by  the aerial   route  in  less than three  minutes  of  play.    Heidelberg by line  plunging, 
j soon evened the count, the half ending 6 all.    Bowling Green opened the second half by quickly 
j scoring a touchdown,  but missing goal.    The  Orange  and  Brown  held  until  the  final  period, 
j When  Heidelberg hammered over  another touchdown and  by  kicking goal  earned their one- 
. point victory. 
i 
j BOWLING GREEN  13, BLUFFTON o. 
j Bluffton came to Bowling  Green  for the first gridiron  struggle between  the  two  colleges. 
j With the sun shining brightly and the thermometer  registering high, the two teams fought on 
I even  terms  through  the  first  half.     In  the  second  half,  Bowling  Green   began   to  hit  on   all 
: "eleven"  and before the  final  gun,  two touchdowns  and  one goal  gave Bowling  Green  her 
> first  victory of the  season. 
i 
j BOWLING  GREEN 26,  FINDLAY  3. 
I Findlay was easily defeated  in  a game played  on  a  "sloppy" gridiron,  made so by inter- 
1 mittent rain through the game.    Bowling Green gained  at will, Findlay threatening only once, 
j when as a result of penalties and a fumble, the ball was placed on Bowling Green's twenty-five- 
j yard line, from which a field goal was kicked. 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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BOWLING  GREEN  o,  TOLEDO  27. ! 
After two straight victories, the team went to Toledo, where, before the heavy Toledo 
line and plunging backfield, they lost 27-0. The game was all "Toledo" during the first half, 
the score ending 13-0. Bowling Green came back strong and held Toledo scoreless during the 
third quarter. Weight told during the final quarter, Toledo crossing the goal line twice, bring¬ 
ing their total to twenty-seven. | 
i 
t BOWLING GREEN 7, DEFIANCE 17. 
Somewhat weakened by injuries, the team next lost to Defiance at Defiance by a 17-7 score. 
As a result of a field goal, a fumble and 95-yard run, our opponents scored 10 points during 
the first half.   They again scored in the third quarter and not until the final period did Bowling ' 
Green settle down and hammer over a touchdown changing their total from zero to seven. I 
i 
BOWLING GREEN 10, ASHLAND o. 
Playing before a mammoth crowd of graduates and former students, Bowling Green hit 
her stride and played her best game of the season.   The first quarter was scoreless but by a place - 
kick and a long forward pass, the half ended 10-0 for Bowling Green. The second half was 
a "see-saw" affair up and down the field, neither team scoring. By winning from Ashland, 
Bowling Green  defeated  one of the best teams in Ohio. * 
BOWLING GREEN o, BALDWIN WALLACE 25. 
In a sea of mud and water, Bowling Green lost her last game to Baldwin Wallace at 
Berea. Bowling Green outplayed the heavier B. W. team through the first half, making five 
first downs to B. W.'s one. In the final half weight told, and the Baldwin Wallace backs slid 
and  slipped their way for four touchdowns. 
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i i j Fresh-Soph Game                                            I 
I After  many  days   of   hard   practice   the   Freshmen,   led   by   Coach   "Bolo"   Etoll,   and   the                      * 
| Sophomores led by Coach "Fighting Bob"  Younkin clashed on  the gridiron,  November  16.                               I 
* i 
. When Referee McCandless sounded the  starting whistle, the field  was covered  with  about                      j 
three  inches of mud,  and  rain was falling steadily.                                                                                                          | 
4 The  Freshmen  drew  "blood"  quickly when   "Harley"  McDaniels   recovered  a  fumble  and                       ' 
| ran for a touchdown.    The Sophs came back strong and by hard line plunging by backs Smith                       ! 
| and Moscoe,  finally plunged over a touchdown in the second half, only to have it called back                       I 
.1 for  a   penalty.    Captain  Place  of  the  "Fresh",   punted  out  of  danger,   the   Sophs  losing  their                       j 
. only chance to score, the game ending 6-o.                                                                                                                             } 
* . .                                                                  i By winning this game, the "Fresh"   at Thanksgiving instead  of  Christmas,  relieved them- „ 
J selves of wearing the caps and ribbons, which thev had been forced to wear throughout the fall.                       ■ 
i * 
I * 
1 THE LINEUP                                                                                       J 
* I 
,. Freshmen                                                                                                                                              Sophomores                      | 
■f R.  Bone  L. E Finkenbiner I 
I Ogden   L. T   Figgins ! 
i jj 
:? Rowe  L. G Gundrum ; 
t i ■ Brand-Miller   C  J. Bone ,i 
Case   R. G   Steen 
| Fast    R. T  Bowman ■! 
\ McDaniels    R. E Roth ;' 
'' Place   Q. B    Frankfather > 
I i ■■ Crawford    R. H   Sargent i 
. Holloway L. H    Smith ;j 
\ Parsons  F. B    Moscoe J 
i \ 
I \ 
i ! 
i I 
i i 
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Basketball 
BACHMAN 
CROWLEY 
HESRICK 
MOSCOE 
PLACE 
ETOLL 
PREMO BISTLINE 
OLDS BRAND 
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HESRICK 
"Dutch" again stepped out in the basketball togs 
and upheld the reputation of Bryan for turning 
out basketball  players. 
"Dutch" played forward this year, his best work 
being in the Baldwin-Wallace game at Berea. 
MOSCOE 
"Shag", with his old left hand was again push¬ 
ing in baskets from all angles of his forward 
position. 
Homer has two more seasons for the Orange and 
Brown, and big things are expected of him next 
vear. 
CROWLEY 
Tom, our diminutive forward, was always "bob¬ 
bing up" when he was least expected, scoring 
points and starting team work. What Tom lacks 
in avoirdupois he makes up for in fight. 
One hundred sixteen 
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ETOLL 
"Ernie", played about all positions on the team 
throughout the season, and wherever placed he 
always made good. With his determination 
"Ernie" gets results. We are sorry you will not 
be with us next year "Ernie". 
BACHMAN 
In his forward position "Muns" led the team 
in scoring. In nearly all the games, "Muns" was 
closely covered, but he usually came through with 
a number of points. Carl's best work was in the 
Baldwin-Wallace game, when he hit his old stride 
and at the end of the game, there were seven field 
goals to his credit. 
BISTLINE 
"Bobbie" was there from start to finish, starting 
the season at guard and finishing at forward. His 
cool-headed judgment, and his ability to solve the 
opponent's offensive were big factors in keeping 
scores within a close margin. 
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PLACE 
This was "Bob's" first year at varsity basket¬ 
ball, and although not a large man, he took care 
of the center position in  good shape. 
With this year's experience "Bob" should make 
a  very valuable man to the team  next vear. 
BRAND 
"Bud," another Freshman, was hard to place, but 
he developed into a fine running mate for Olds, 
at guard. In points scored "Bud" was well up 
among the leaders, as he seldom failed to register 
a few points in any game. 
With "Bud" and "Hayd" back next year, the 
varsity guard positions should be the least of 
Coach  "Mac's"  worries. 
OLDS 
Coach "Mac" had a hard time placing Olds in 
a position that fitted him but he finally stayed at 
the position of back guard. In getting the ball off 
the backboard Hayden was hard to beat and in addi¬ 
tion scored a number of points during the season. 
Great things are expected from you on the basket¬ 
ball court next vear, Olds. 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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Basketball Review 
Taking the season's record as a criterion of the teams' success, would seem to indicate that 
nothing whatsoever was achieved by the squad during the 1924 season. 
The score sheet is not the only way of judging a team. We are sure that the spirit shown 
by the student body, although backing a losing team, the spirit of hard work and good 
sportsmanship shown by the squad is an important factor in judging the success of our season. 
From this standpoint we can classify the season as successful. 
In addition to those played in the conference, games were played with some of the best 
fives in the state including—Dayton University, Wilmington, and Baldwin-Wallace. Through¬ 
out all the games scheduled, ten were lost by a margin of five or fewer points including the 
Baldwin-Wallace game at Berea, which was lost by a five-point margin. This fact indicated 
that the team,  although losing,  was  fighting hard  all  season. 
With six letter men and an excellent reserve squad returning to school together with the 
fine spirit and enthusiasm shown by the students, the 1935 basketball team should be most 
successful. 
SUMMARY OF GAMES 
Bowling Green  15 
Bowling Green  19 
Bowling Green  21 
Bowling Green  15 
Bowling Green  46 
Bowling Green  25 
Bowling Green  26 
Bowling Green  22 
Bowling Green  28 
Bowling Green  20 
Bowling Green  27 
Bowling Green  29 
Bowling Green  25 
Bowling Green  24 
Bowling Green  39 
Bowling Green  17 
Bowling Green  24 
Bowling Green  29 
Dayton University   29 
Toledo    30 
St. Johns  23 
Detroit    31 
Findlay   13 
Bliss     28 
Dayton    3° 
Bluffton     26 
Wilmington    53 
Defiance    25 
Detroit     32 
Bliss     4° 
Baldwin Wallace   30 
Bluffton  26 
St. Johns  14 
Defiance    22 
Toledo  26 
Findlay  22 
One hundred nineteen 
Reserve Squad 
Standing—Gundrum, Smith, Manager, Frank father, Bowman, Shadle, Huber, Burkholder, Hem- 
melgarn, Tone, McDaniels, Holloway, McCandless, Coach, Miller. 
Seated—Nearing, Dunipace, Huffman, Finkenbeiner, L. Figgins, Crawford, Ogden. 
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i Wood County Tournament 
i 
i 
S As a means of determining the teams to represent the county in the Sectional Tournament, 
| the fifth  annual  Wood County Basketball  Tournament was  held  on  February  16  and  23   at 
I the College  Gymnasium. 
j 
I Forty teams of boys and  girls were entered  and  after two Saturday's of keen competition 
i the Haskins High School boys team was awarded the trophy for first place, with Pemberville 
i 
I and Lake High  Schools, second and third.    In the girls' section, Pern-sburg received first place 
I 
I with Tontogany second. 
5 The competition was much more evenly matched than it was during past years, and the 
' tournament was marked by many close and hard fought games. By taking first, second and 
I                     third   places,   Haskins,   Pemberville,   and   Lake   High   Schools   won   entrance   at   the   Class   B 
6 Regional Tournament at the College  Gymnasium, the following week-end. 
J 
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Class B Regional Tournament 
On February 29, seventeen teams, each having been chosen by their county athletic asso¬ 
ciation to represent them in the Regional Tournament, came to Bowling Green to decide the 
representative team of Northwestern Ohio, for the State Tournament at Columbus, two weeks 
later. 
Play began at nine on Friday morning and closed with the finals on Saturday evening, 
between Archbold and Greensprings High Schools, the Fulton County team winning, as they 
had done in  1923. 
The tournament which proved successful in every way, was under the management of 
Coach McCandless, aided by the Varsity N. men.    A Summary of games follows: 
 Lake 
Archbold 
Archbold 
Archbold 
 Woodville 
Ilaskins 
Haskins 
Archbold 
 Port Clinton 
Maumee 
Maumee 
St. Wendelin 
 St. Wendelin 
St. Wendelin 
Ridgeville 
 Pemberville Archbold 
Pemberville 
North Fairfield 
Pemberville 
 Berlin  Heights 
Berlin  Heights 
Ney 
Greensprings 
 Libertv Center 
Old Fort 
Old Fort 
Greensprings 
 Greensprings 
Mark  Center... Greensprings 
Mark  Center 
Montpelier   .... 
I 
i 
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Baseball Team 
Top Row—Vollmar, Beard, Crawford, Towers, Moscoe. Rudolph, Bowman. 
Middle ro<w—Carteon, Frankfather,  Myers,  Huffman,  Seigling,  Fox,  Etoll,  Crawford   Huffman. 
Bottom roiv—Wittmer, Bistline, Smith, Coach  McCandless, Berry,  Hoskinson, Mohr. 
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SCHEDULE 
April 26—Toledo at Bowling Green. 
May 2—Bluffton at Bluffton. 
May      S—Ashland at Bowling Green. 
May 10—Defiance at Defiance. 
May 17—Toledo at Toledo. 
May 23—Bluffton at Bowling Green. 
May 24—Ashland  at Ashland. 
May 31—Defiance at Bowling Green. 
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Baseball Prospects for 1924 
Since the organization of the "Little Ohio Conference," Bowling Green has always been rep¬ 
resented by strong teams on the diamond. However not until 1921, were we able to win the 
championship which was decided by our victory over Defiance in the final game of the season at 
Defiance. Again in 1922, the race was similar to the two preceding seasons but this time, the 
deciding game went to our old rivals and we were forced to accept second place in the confer¬ 
ence. 
Early season practice began this spring in the gymnasium, after the close of the basketball 
season. After a month of inside work during the chilly March days, about twenty-five candi¬ 
dates for the nine reported to Coach McCandless. Of these, seven have received their varsity 
award in baseball and many others have had much amateur baseball experience. 
Judging from the display of ability in the early practice, and the spirit and "pep" of the 
workouts, Bowling Green should again win the championship this year. 
One hundred twenty-four 
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Track Team 
Top row—McDaniels,  Fuller, Bowman,  Coach McCandless. 
Bottom row—Gundrum, Ogden, Frankfather, Burkholder. 
Bowling Green has been able to do very little in track, due mostly to our poor facilities 
to carry on this branch of sport. With no track, it is very hard to develop track men, to say 
nothing of organizing a track team. 
Our first intercollegiate competition in track was in 1923 in the Annual Conference meet 
at Bluffton. Our men with little practice made a very good showing, which demonstrated 
our possibilities in the sport. 
This year, track is being placed on a much higher plane and although hampered by our 
facilities, our men have worked hard all spring and should be in good shape by the time of 
the Annual Meet. 
Twelve events are on the card for the meet and with good men for every event, we 
expect to find Bowling Green among the leaders of the conference. 
One hundred twenty-five 
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Tennis Team 
Top roiv—Bone,  Coacli McCandless, Hemmelgarn. 
Bottom row—Hetrick, Place, Olds. 
For the past few years, Bowling Green has played Varsity Tennis. The seasons have 
been very satisfactory in spite of the fact that the Orange and Brown net men have never won 
a Conference Championship. 
As in track our facilities for tennis are poor, the team being forced to practice on any private 
courts that may be available in the city.    This accounts for our few victories. 
Hitherto each school in the conference has been represented by a two-man team but beginning 
with 1924, four-man teams will compete, each meet being decided on points. We have good 
material this year and in spite of all obstacles, we expect a most successful season. 
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Our Cheerleaders 
ESTHER RUSSELL, LEO LAKE, FRANCES KURZ. 
Much credit for the enthusiasm and spirit shown throughout the year by the student body, 
is due to these three who have worked constantly for the good of Bowling Green athletics. 
We can truly say that they have succeeded in their efforts, as the pep and cheering of Bowling 
Green's crowds are unquestionably of the best. 
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Girls' Physical Education 
Bowling Green does not compete with other colleges in girls' athletics due to the fact that 
the teams would have to travel great distances to play competitive games, as few colleges in this 
district have girls' varsity teams. 
However, as with the physical education and athletics for men, the same holds for the co¬ 
eds, each taking some active part in some line of physical education. 
Every day of the school year the gymnasium is occupied by some girls' physical education 
class, either Freshman, Sophomores, Juniors or Seniors. All sorts of clean, active athletic contests 
are taken part in by all members of the classes, including such games as baseball, volley ball, 
dodge ball, newcomb, soccer and track work. During the fall and spring months, the athletic 
field is in use, such games as soccer, baseball, and field hockey being played. 
The tennis courts, being few in number, are often occupied at sunrise and remain so until 
the coming of darkness prevents further play. 
j As in the aims outlined for boys' athletics, Bowling Green attempts to develop every co-ed , 
» physically as well as mentally. 
! 9 i * 
i Bowling Green is fortunate in having Miss Carolyn Shaw as Girls' Athletic Director.    Miss 
! Shaw is always active in some line of physical education and proves to be a regular informa- 
» tion bureau on girls' athletics.    In addition to being well versed and experienced in all lines of      ■ ! 
I girls' physical education, her standards of athletics are very high and from her work she obtains ! 
| the best possible results. 5 
"[j];  
'LI 
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Freshman Girls' Basketball Team 
Keil, center; Chapman, guard; Reider, forward; Whipple, guard; Bricker, forward; Beckman, 
center. 
In answer to the call for candidates for the Freshman Girls' Team over fifty responded. 
Nearly all had taken part in high school basketball and with such an experienced group of can¬ 
didates, the picking of a first and second team proved very difficult for Miss Shaw." 
Competition for every position was very keen and only after careful elimination, were the 
above players chosen. Those chosen in the second team were: Alice McKee, Rachael Bryant, 
Dorothy Hoover, Thelma Ritchie, J. Royal, and Cleo Moore. 
One hundred ttventy-nine 
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Sophomore Girls' Basketball Team 
Top roiv—Roper, Guard; Garster, Forv-ard; Sherer, Center; Kurz, Guard. 
Bottom row—March, Forward; Stannard, Center. 
Early in January, about twenty five candidates for the girls' Sophomore Team reported 
to Miss Shaw. Although the squad was smaller than that of the Freshmen, the old saying of 
"Quality, not quantity," seemed to hold good here, as was proved by the spirit of competition for 
every position on the team. 
After a ten-week period of drill and coaching and numerous practice games, the above first 
team was chosen. The second team is composed of Elma Grubbs, Thelma Heald, Sarah Ross, 
Violet Rinehart, Marjorie Cox, and Ida Switzer. 
One hundred thirty 
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Gym Work 
One hundred thirty-one 
Custodians of Buildings and Grounds 
■BE 
A clean, warm, well ventilated class room, is at least one inviting phase of a recitation at 
7:45 a. m. And surely there is nothing so soothing to bruised muscles as a properly regulated 
shower after a hotly contested game. Then beautiful lawns and pretty flowers around the 
buildings certainly are refreshing to a weary pilgrim on the educational highway. But to have 
these luxurious necessities some one must be ever busy. 
We commend the individuals in the above group for excellent services during the past year, 
for on them depended the comfort of every person who is attending the college. 
t I 
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FACULTY RECEPTION 
All students and faculty members attended the reception given by the faculty to the 
students on the evening of September 20, 1923. How delighted we were, as we entered the gym¬ 
nasium that evening, to see that so many new members had been added to our faculty since last 
they had greeted us. New students were made to feel at home; old students were welcomed back, 
and the evening was spent in dancing and conversation. Everyone felt glad to be here and more 
at home after that reception. 
HALLOWE'EN PARTY 
It was nearing the season when goblins and ghosts appear, when invitations came to faculty 
members, that the girls of Williams Hall desired their presence at a party to be held there on 
October 24, 1923.    Just the invitation created no excitement, but the request "Please Mask" did. 
Then came the evening of the party. Williams Hall now seemed a mysterious and weird 
place. Goblins, ghosts, witches, and black cats appeared everywhere; halls were dark; weird 
noises came from every direction, but as the guests appeared, the witches, bats, black-cats, and the 
like, took their places in the receiving line to greet the mysterious characters, whom they con¬ 
ducted along the path beset by ghosts and goblins to the dining room, where sandwiches, apples, 
cider, and doughnuts awaited them. How many surprises were enjoyed when masks were pulled 
back and familiar faces revealed ! An enjoyable time was spent during the dinner hour and a 
short program followed, after which this group adjourned to the college gymnasium and there 
joined by other students spent the evening in typical  Hallowe'en fashion. 
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The largest group ever present at B. G. N. C. for a social affair, gathered in the armory for J 
the final event on Home Coming Day, November 10,  1923.    Old students had returned to enjoy f 
the day and in the evening they gathered at the armory in the hope of seeing friends and former 1 
classmates whom they had not yet had a chance to meet. The time was spent in dancing and con- . 
I versation and the present students attempted to make alumni members feel that we still maintain ■ 
I the old college spirit and love our Alma Mater quite as much as they. * 
i I 
i 1 
KICK-OFF PARTY j 
j 
The Annual Kick-Off Party was given by the A. B. C. girls in honor of the football boys of t 
j the season.    The boys were served a "big feed" at the Woman's Building.    After the dinner they I 
elected Ralph Castner to succeed "Bob" Younkin as captain.  When they had reached the Col- { 
[ lege "Gym"  Captain Younkin  "kicked-off" to newly elected  Captain Castner.    This began an 
I evening of fun and enjoyment for all. 
i i 
i 
i 
j JUNIOR-SENIOR FORMAL 
I 
I During the week of December 8, while committees were busy arranging for decorations, re- 
| freshments and good music for the Junior-Senior Formal, everyone was wondering just whom this 
j young man would invite as his partner and who that   young   lady   might   invite   from   home. 
j Friday evening, December 8, came; Dr. and Mrs. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Schwarz and Mr. and 
Mrs. Kimmel took their places as patrons and patronesses to welcome the Juniors,  Seniors, and 
their friends, who had returned to enjoy the evening with us. 
\ 
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THE CHRISTMAS PARTY 
The Christmas Party is always one of the most beautiful and impressive given during the 
school year. The program this year, consisted of lovely old Christmas Carols, sung from the 
balcony in the auditorium and illustrated on the screen by famous Christmas pictures. 
White robed girls, bearing lighted candles and holly wreaths, gave a short Christmas drill, 
and followed by the Glee Club, led the procession to the gymnasium, where a tall tree, glittering 
with candles and gold stars, greeted them. The old gymnasium, scarcely recognizable in its fes¬ 
tive garments of green, white and gold stars, provided an appropriate setting for the lovely tree. 
One felt here something of the real Christmas spirit, "Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men." 
We hope that this dignified and impressive manner of celebrating Christmas may become tra¬ 
ditional in our college. 
FRESHMAN PARTY 
January 12, 1924, gave an opportunity for the Freshman Class to try their hands at enter¬ 
taining, which they did with much success. Invitations were extended to the entire student body, 
faculty members, and their families.    A large group was present. 
After this evening of pleasure, no doubt was left in the minds of upper classmen as to the 
ability of the Freshmen in the social field. 
Jl 
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GIRLS' PROM 
It was impossible to repress a broad smile as one stood in the gymnasium and saw the guests 
of the evening arrive. The room swarmed with pretty maidens, little girls, handsome young 
men, decrepit old women, sailors, and soldiers. Soon the dancers were enjoying the music fur¬ 
nished by the orchestra composed of college girls. There were twelve dances on the program, 
each of which was given an appropriate name. 
PROGRAM 
1  7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
PROGRAM 
We  R  Off 
2 
C. D. Fox Trot 
Glad Rags 
3  
Impromptu Play 
Marching Thru Jerusalem 
4  
Premo Love Song 
Blue  Book  Blues 
5  
Wornout Waltz 
Virginia Reel 
6  
Black and White with Variation 
Later in the  evening the guests were asked to march  around the room past the judges ir 
order that these might select the best looking couples. 
Here are the Winners 
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SNOW PARTY 
On Saturday evening, February 9, the Treble Cleff girls gave their annual "Snow" party. 
This party has always been one of the most attractive of the season, and this year's proved no 
exception. The gymnasium was a very beautiful sight. A white net, from which hung artificial 
snowflakes, formed the ceiling. Glistening snow cloth covered the pillars and from the baskets 
were suspended large snowballs. 
A very enjoyable evening was spent in dancing, music being furnished by the Napoleon 
orchestra.    Punch, cakes, and ice cream were served for refreshments. 
The partons and patronesses were President and Mrs. Williams, Professor and Mrs. J. R. 
Overman, Mrs. Frank Moores, Miss Pearl Heiser, Professor Tunniciiffe, Mr. M. C. McEwen. 
VALENTINE PARTY 
The gymnasium, decorated with cupids, hearts, and other appropriate valentine emblems, 
was very attractive to those who gathered there to celebrate Saint Valentine's birthday. The 
evening was spent in both dancing and playing games so that all guests might participate. The 
students felt that the Emersonians and the Wilsonians had given them a most enjovable time. 
The patrons and patronesses were: Dr. and Mrs. Williams, Dr. and Mrs. Kohl, Miss Rea 
McCain, Mr. and Mrs. Kimmel, and Miss Caroline Nielsen. 
SOPHOMORE  PROM 
The prom, in other years has been one of the most interesting and gayest events of the sea¬ 
son, and this year's proved no exception. The gymnasium was decorated very attractively for 
the occasion. An artificial ceiling of green and white crepe paper, from which hung balloons of 
all colors, was a beautiful sight. Potter's seven-piece orchestra played for dancing, and punch 
and wafers were served for refreshments. 
The patrons and patronesses were: President and Mrs. H. B. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. James 
Robert Overman, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde B. Hissong, Miss Wilma Young, Mrs. Maude Sharp, Mr. 
Richard M. Tunniciiffe, Mr. Edwin Moseley. 
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THE PENNY FAIR 
The college students and faculty were invited to attend The Annual Penny Fair held in the 
College Gymnasium March 15. The evening drew near; committees worked hard to prepare 
attractive booths for the sale of various things, and everyone planned to go. 
When the guests entered the "old Gym" that evening they were much surprised to find it ar¬ 
ranged so as to afford a reserved space for dancing in the center of the floor an aisle around the 
outer edge of this space leading past booths of all descriptions where candy, balloons, lemonade, 
confetti and many other articles could be purchased for a small sum. The fishpond and fortune 
telling booths attracted a great deal of attention and everyone went home feeling that he had 
spent a very enjoyable evening at the annual affair. 
HOME ECONOMICS  CLUB  PARTY 
The girls of the Home Economics Club demonstrated their ability as entertainers Saturday 
evening, March 22, at their annual party in the Gymnasium. They uniquely decorated the Gym¬ 
nasium with kitchen utensils suspended from the balcony by tape measures. Dress forms, illus¬ 
trating the modes of former days and those of the present time, completed the decorative scheme. 
After all the faculty women had been presented with a lettuce-radish corsage, everyone en¬ 
joyed the following program: A shadow play called "The Operation," which was so realistic 
that there were several screams when the patient swallowed the rat; a "Golhwobble Dance," 
which must be seen to be appreciated; a reading by "The Dwarf" who pleased everyone with his 
(?) inflection and gestures; the "Balloon Dance" which was very gracefully done; and last, a 
vocal ( ?) solo by Madame Human Shank. Other very enjoyable features of the evening were 
dancing to the music furnished by the K. K. K. K. (Kooks Kitchen Klatterer Kompany) and 
games directed by Karoliny Kaper. 
Following the games a very attractive lunch, prepared by the Home Economics Club, was 
served, and then the girls assembled again to be entertained by the faculty women who presented 
a clever dramatization of "Pocahontas and John Smith." 
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Home Coming 
Be.ieving that an institution of learning serves society best when it quickens the feeling of not 
cnly its present student body, but of its alumni and ex-students as well. Home Coming Day was 
established  at   Bowling  Green   in  the  autumn   of   1922. 
B wling Green's alumni and ex-students are found almost exclusively in educational work. Home 
Cbm.ng Day at this season serves excellently as a day for a much needed relaxation for teachers. It 
enables t. e teacher to get away from his duties and situations of high tension and long concentration. 
Mid Ret back to the scene of pleasant memories and to old friends—back where one can carry out the 
thought  of  the  poet— 
"It's    fine    to    say,    'Good    morning,* 
It's   great   to   say.   'Hello!' 
It's   better   still   to   shake   the   hand 
Of   a   loyal   friend   you   know." 
Home Coming Day in college should engender the same feeling in a student, who has gone out 
from that college, as does a visit to one's parental home. No small part of a college's contribution 
should be the development of such a spirit. That Home Coming Day is conducive to such a spirit is 
believed by all that have attended either of the Home Comings. If such a spirit is not yet manifest 
among   Bowling  Green's   alumni   and   cx-students,   it   is   an   ideal  for   which   the   institution   must   strive. 
The Win One Club under the leadership of Ivan Lake assumed the responsibility for the first Home 
Coming Day, ?nd success marked every minute of the program. Again in 1923 with Don Smith at 
the helm, the Win One Club enabled Bowling Green College to celebrate the greatest day in  her history. 
Coopernti~n and a genial spirit were the key notes of success. Each student and each faculty 
member did any service—great or small^—that would promote the event. The Home Comer never can 
torget the wonderful spirit exhibited by the citizens of Bowling Green, the gay decoration of the city, 
the  loaning of  trucks,  the fine  lunch   furnished  by  the  United  Brethren  church. 
The day started with a capacity crowd in the auditorium, where an excellent program of speeches, 
songs, and col rge yells was enjoyed. In the afternoon the new flag pole was dedicated, and out- 
beautiful new American flag rode on the breeze for the first time. After this event, the parade extend¬ 
ing from the Administration Building to Enterprise Street furnished both instruction and amusement 
for onlookers and  participants.     Following the  parade  came  the  dedication  of  the  Athletic  Field. 
Then came the event for which all had longed—the football game between Bowling Green College 
and Ashland College. The Bowling Green team went on that field not as Bowling Green's football 
team, but as Bowling Green College. With such indomitable spirit pervading. Bowling Green could do 
nothing  but   win.     Then   followed   the   great  bon   fire   and   snake  dance. 
The day ended with the party at the armory where it is estimated that some two thousand enjoyed 
an evening of dancing and meeting old friends. When the orchestra's strains had died away and the 
Home Coiner reflected on the day's activities, he could not but conclude that he had come to the end of 
a  perfect day. 
May   Home   Coming   Day   become   a   college   tradition! 
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Commencement 
Senior Class History 
It is a little difficult for us, the members of the class of 1924, to realize that the time has 
come to pass off the stage of active college life, and that we, and our achievements, are now about 
to be relegated to the realm of history. But as an old man about to complete his alloted span of 
life takes a certain childish pride and delights in recalling his yesterdays of successful achieve¬ 
ments, so we now take a certain satisfaction in reviewing our past and if we seem to you a 
little vainglorious, we bespeak for ourselves the same kindly toleration that you would accord 
him. If other justification for this chronicle be sought, we can but acknowledge that we fondly 
hope and believe that our history cannot but prove a guide and inspiration to the classes which 
are to succeed us. 
We as a class are especially rich in pleasant memories of joys and accomplishments. Since 
September, 1920, when we assembled in the halls of Bowling Green College for the first time, 
we have made an enviable record in scholarship, athletics, social life and—in fact—in every line 
of college activity. As we surpass all previous classes in number, we believe we do not suffer in 
comparison with any other in the quality of work we have done in the class room. In recognition 
of this fact fully one-third of our members have been elected to the Honorary Society of Book and 
Motor. 
In the field of athletics we began to make our mark early. As Freshmen we put upon the 
football field some of the best athletes the college has ever had. Every man on the basketball 
team was a Freshman. Bowling Green's reputation for basketball was established during this 
year. We have maintained our fine record throughout our college career and this year we are 
represented by five of our number on the football team and a like number on the basketball 
squad. 
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Time would fail us to enumerate all the pleasant social events in which we as a class have 
participated. But the joy that we have had in the friendships made on these occasions will never 
be forgotten. One event, the plan of which was conceived and carried out by our Junior class 
president, Miss Harris, assisted by our class sponsor, Miss Nielsen, we hope will become a tra¬ 
dition in our college. This event was a dinner, the object of which was to promote class and 
college spirit and friendships, and in this, it was eminently successful. Perhaps the most de¬ 
lightful occasion of this our senior year was the banquet given jointly to the Junior and Senior 
classes by our class sponsors, Miss Heston and Miss Nielsen. 
In college activities we have always taken a conspicuous part. Our class president this year 
was also president of the Win One Club. The Home Coming Day, under the auspices of this 
club was one of the big events of the year. We as a class have always been well represented on 
the Bee Gee News Staff, the Men's Chorus, the Glee Club, the Literary Societies, the Athletic 
Boosters' Club, the Home Economics Club and in fact in all of our various college organizations. 
We, being loathe to leave the college without taking with us something that would serve as a 
key to unlock the sesame of our years spent here, undertook the preparation of an annual. This 
work was successfully carried on by Mr. Fox and his staff of co-workers. 
So ends our history. Though we love to glory in it, we realize that it is not all of our own 
making. The institution itself, with its high and noble ideals, our able professors and especial¬ 
ly our class sponsor, who has so faithfully served our every interest, have all placed as under a 
deep debt of gratitude for helping us to make this splendid record. 
We hope to repay our Alma Mater for the aid and inspiration received here, by bringing to 
her fair name in the future still more renown than we have in the past. 
OEv^i' 
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Senior Class Prophecy 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
It was an evening in the middle of May.    I had been working unusually hard, my mind was | 
in confusion, and realizing that further study would be useless I decided to take a turn around j 
the square.    The night was a beautiful one.    All Nature had fully awakened   from   its   long i 
winter's sleep.    There was something in the atmosphere that stirred the feelings and the imagi- ( 
nation.    The sky was clear, the moon bright, but the stars seemed brightest of all.    Hundreds of j 
unknown worlds! No wonder the ancient mystics, awed by such a scene as this, thought that the I 
stars could reveal the future, I thought as I walked along. Then an idea, a very foolish idea came I 
tome.    Perhaps the ancients were right after all!    I laughed at myself but the thought persisted. I 
I 
It would do no harm to try, so I turned toward the college building, and climbed the dark 1 
stairway.    A  strange  feeling took  possession  of   me,   a   mixture   of   excitement   and   mystery. k 
Familiar as I was with the science room it presented a changed appearance as I entered.    The ( 
moon  light streaming in through the windows had transformed the  prosaic classroom,  at least \ 
to my agitated mind,  into a medieval tower.    I  easily found the   telescope   and   having   some | 
knowledge of astrology, I began to study the stars.    Here I found revealed the destiny of each J 
member of the class. | 
The first clear observation that came to my view was a little weather beaten home along the ■ 
Maumee River.    As I adjusted my telescope to secure a clearer view, a man come upon the scene. i 
He was extremely tall,  rather handsome and dressed in sporting clothes.    He proved to be the I 
County Game Warden—none other than my old pal and class mate, C. D. Fox.    He walked hur- j 
riedly down the path, entered the little house and was gladly welcomed by his charming little j 
wife, Frances Meagley. j 
I  then  adjusted  my  telescope  in  a  different  direction.     The  first  view  was  that  of   a . 
little town.    I at once recognized one of my old classmates, holding a chain to the end of which , 
was attached a very cute little poodle.    Their journey was rapid, evidently over familiar ground • 
and came to an end when the little dog ran up a stairway which led to the fine office of a dentist. j 
The dentist was extremely busy, but not too busy to hand over his personal check book, on demand, i 
to his wife, formerly Esther Russell. 
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1 turned my telescope a little to the left.    New York   City   came   clearly   into   view.    The j 
I                    streets were  thronged  with  people.    Something of  unusual   interest  was  in  progress.    I  finally j 
j                     located the center of attraction.    Earl Leiter was leading the largest Ku Klux Klan band in the | 
j                    world, through Wall Street. j 
My attention was soon drawn to a huge bill board which seemed to be of great interest to the , 
passers by.   The picture was that of Miss Helen Hobert, who was to appear that night in person . 
at the Hippodrome.    The cheapest seat as advertised was ten dollars. , 
I Turning my telescope upon the star which held the secret of the future of another of my ! 
I classmates, I saw my old friend Bobby Bistline, seated on the bank of a river near Sandusky, ! 
I fishing, apparently thoroughly happy and contented. 
I 
| I next found that Mr. Clement Veler was at the head of the Chemistry Department of San- 
| dusky High School. 
I 
j Scanning the heavens for further traces of some members of my class, I  saw a  large and 
I brilliantly  lighted  hall  filled  with  an  appreciative  audience.    The  speaker  held  them  as  in  a 
j spell, now they wept, then laughed.    He turned them at his will.    Who was he, do you ask?    It I 
■j was—you all  know him, Mr. Donnal  Smith.    On a front seat sat a charming woman formerly I 
j Miss Kathryn Fast listening to her husband with admiration and approval. I 
■ I was sorry to find that Dewey Fuller was almost broken down by hard work.    Mr. Fuller ) 
. had turned the Kirk homestead into a huge dairy.    He supplied the whole town of Pioneer with 
milk.    He and his wife Vearl were doing all the work including the milking. 
John Humphreys I saw wiping the sweat from his brow in a cobbling shop, with his oldest 
I 
son John, Jr., as an understudy, I was glad that John appeared so happy and contented. 
I Looking still farther I beheld Pearl Creighton and Bertha Brinkman operating a beauty par- 
1 lor in Paris.    From the appearance of their patrons it was quite evident that they were teaching 
1 the French ladies some new tricks of the beauty trade. 
j 
| Mr. Rutter was also in France, where he had purchased a thousand acres of land which he 
| was putting in onions for local trade. 
j How pleased I  was to see our class represented in the White House.    The personal well- 
. being of the President and his household was entrusted to the culinary arts of Miss Thomas. 
■ Another of my classmates, Iscah Belle Dall, I found presiding over a Woman's Rights As- 
( sociation.   Among the members were Miss Luke and Miss Dienst debating—"Should Men Be 
' Allowed to Vote." 
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Can you imagine how pleased I was when I learned that one of our number, Miss Clevenger, 
had become famous by discovering the long sought process of changing lead into gold? 
Miss Stearns,  I  found,  was selling New  Idea  Electric Washers, absolutely  guaranteed for I 
three months. ' 
I 
Ruth Lane was in California gathering snails and selling them to French restaurants at | 
fabulous prices. I 
I 
Miss Crawford was traveling over the world trying to get Esperanto adopted as a universal . 
language. 
Of course I was anxious to know what fate had in store for me. Strange as it may seem I 
was the only one of the class of "24" in Bowling Green. I was proprietor of what was formerly 
known as the Raider Junk Yards, with branches in Rudolph, Portage, Pemberville, Weston and 
Haskins.    I had also the distinction of being the only bachelor in the class. 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I hastened home quickly that I might record these revelations e'er they slipped from me, in I 
order that vou, my classmates, might know what fate had in store for you. ' 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
} 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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j KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That we, The Senior Class of Bowling Green 
| State Normal College, of the city of Bowling Green, in the County of Wood, and State of Ohio, 
j considering the uncertainty of our existence in the said State Normal College, and being of sound 
j mind and memory, do make, declare, and publish, this our last will and testament, in manner and 
I form following: 
j FIRST.    We  give  and bequeath to our beloved  Bowling Green  State  Normal  College the 
j heartiest support of the twenty-one members of the Senior Class, reenforced by two thousand nine 
j hundred and sixty-one pounds of avoirdupois, to have and to hold the said support for and dur- 
I ing her natural life. 
= SECOND.    To the President of this Bowling Green State Normal College we give and be- 
| queath our most enthusiastic thanks for the Degrees we hope soon to receive, to have and to hold 
t 
torever. 
I 
f THIRD.    We give  and  bequeath to our younger brothers and  sisters of the Junior Class, 
twenty-one  excellent openings  for  practice teachers  in  the Bowling  Green   High  School,  to  be 
j turned over to the said class three months after our demise, and to bj cherished and fostered by 
• them and their heirs and assigns forever. 
| FOURTH.    We give and bequeath to the children in the Sophomore Class all the paddles, 
| shillalahs, and various other accessories used in the training of the infant Freshmen, to have and 
f to hold the same, to them and their executors and administrators for the duration of one vear 
I j FIFTH.    We give and bequeath to the infant Freshmen various cast-off playthings, such as 
j excess chalk and erasers, all slightly damaged sugar bowls, cream pitchers, tea cups, etc., now in 
| the possession of the Home Ec. Seniors; all broken laboratory articles; various collections of bugs, 
j butterflies,  and rocks, which  are slightly soiled, but still  eligible for use in botany, zoology, or 
| geoloc-y classes; and all other worn out playthings suitable for children of this age, to have and 
| to hold the same, to them for and during their natural life. 
j 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i j 
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I SIXTH.    We give, devise and bequeath to the student body as a whole, or any member or                     I 
j members thereof, the rest and residue of our estate, real, personal or mixed, consisting of the fol-                     ' 
| lowing positions formerly held bv members of this Senior Class:                                                                                   I 
i  | i position—Guard on Varsity Basketball Team.                                                                                          | 
| i position—Editor Bee Gee News.                                                                                                                    1 
j i position—President Book and Motor.                                                                                                           ! 
' 2 positions—Assistant to Faculty, i to Prof. Beattie, i to Prof. Martin.                                              i 
j i position—Cheerleader.                                                                                                                                       j 
j i position—Manager Basketball Team.                                                                                                            j 
I i position—Doorkeeper at Social Functions (Worth $i.oo per evening).                                              ! 
j 3   positions—Debate   Squad.                                                                                                                               ! 
7 positions—Annual  Staff.                                                                                                                                   i 
| Also certain choice positions on the hall benches.                                                                                    j 
! SEVENTH.    We do appoint our life-long friends and enemies, The Faculty, as sole execu- 
! tors of this, our last will and testament.                                                                                                                                  i 
! ? 
I In testimony whereof, We have to this, our last will and testament, set our hand and seal,                     ' 
I and publish and decree this to be our last will and testament, to which we here subscribe our name                     | 
I and affix our seal, this the first day of June, in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred                     j 
I and twenty-four.                                                                                                                                                                              | 
1 THE SENIOR CLASS (L. S.)                           I 
! ! | Signed, sealed, declared and published by the said Senior Class as and for their last will and                      I 
| testament, in the presence of us, who at their request and in their presence, and in presence of                     | 
I each other, have subscribed our names as witnesses hereto.                                                                                                | 
I i 
I JOHN   MEYERS,    residing    at   Bowling    Green    in                    , 
| the  County of  Wood,  Ohio.                                          | 
I MIKE  FINKENBINER,  residing at Bowling Green  in                    | 
! the  County  of  Wood,  Ohio.                                          • 
I I 
i 
• i 
' i 
f i 
1 i 
i i 
 i 
I ♦                       i 
i j 
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jj Sophomore Class History 
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Four
 
very diligent? Sophomores sat pondering upon the past, present, and future of the best 
• class at Bowling Green State Normal—their own beloved class. 
I 
Naturally the past memories were most vivid, carrying us back to the middle of September, • 
1922, when we made our first and most notable discovery—the Bowling Green State Normal Col- ' 
lege.    At first we were aghast at the thoughts of becoming a part of such a great student body 
and felt more or less isolated, until we were bound together with a common bond of sympathy : 
due to our Freshman initiation. j 
After that we  felt the need of organization  and  met for this purpose,  at which  time we 
elected the following officers to steer us safely through the perils known to every Freshman Class ' 
upon entering their college career :    President—Johnathan Ladd, Vice-President—Emily Benson, f 
Secretary—Eulalie Hoffman, and Treasurer—Hayden Olds.    That each officer proved efficient I 
in his position, is shown by the fact that the class was able to attain and even surpass all pre- ! 
vious records in scholarship, athletics and social events. 
Four of the six members chosen for the Book and Motor were from our Sophomore Class. 
That in itself is a worthwhile attainment. The Sophomores also were well represented on the 
Debate teams and the Drama class thought so much of us that many of the leading parts were 
given to its Sophomore members early displaying their strong embryonic dramatic talent. Prac¬ 
tice teaching took a goodly share of our time—causing many gray hairs and wrinkles—but we 
always came out smiling, ready to give what little time we had left, to the other activities of 
our school. 
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( Football, basketball, track, tennis and baseball could not have existed without the energetic                     t 
I members from our class.    Although the Freshman completely carried the honors away from the                     t 
I Sophomores in the Freshman-Sophomore game in football this year, the Sophomores saved their 
honor and dignity by a notable defeat of the Freshmen in basketball. t 
\ , 
I Our Freshman party was a great success.    Everyone came and admitted that even though we                   ' 
i were green—our party was not. 
t I 
I ? | Natural!}- our Sophomore year has been  even  more strenuous and our efforts are constantly                     ' 
• becoming more worth while, so our Sophomore party established us on the social calendar as one | f 
of the most successful classes. 
I Swiftly the months at Bowling Green have been passing by and we look back over them 
' thinking of how much the good times we have had here have meant to us.    We have everything, 
j Youth—Ambition—Health—and the backing of the "Best College In The World !"   What more 
. could we ask for?    And we are not going to disappoint our Alma Mater. 
i 
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j June 5, 1934. 
j 
i 
1 
j 
I I'm so sorry you were way over there in Australia trying to vocalize it into a Canary Island, 
j for you missed a big event—the first reunion of the Sophomore graduating class of '24—for most 
I of us the first meeting in ten years. 
f 
j Luckily the affair was scheduled for Monday following the Music Supervisors National Con¬ 
ference at Dunbridge, so I planned to take in both events while I was over East. I felt I de¬ 
served a vacation, for my duties in Eagle's Foot, Idaho, had placed me on the verge of a nervous 
collapse.    Just think, I supervise all the music in our public school and I have two private pupils 
Dear Vivien: 
I besides. j 
I I hoped to meet our old classmates of   the Music   Department   at   the   Conference,   but   I 
I learned that Ramon Current is in sunny Italy acquiring some local color (I think a few bright 
sashes) for his next opera season. Frances Buerstrom (in private life, Mrs. R. Whipple), I hear, 
is the highest paid prima donna with the Metropolitan Opera Company, I think they're paid in 
proportion to their "range." 
From Dunbridge I took the Subway Limited to Bowling Green and what a change ten years 
has wrought in the town.    Bright lights gleamed in the enormous Grand Central Station, where 
I I recognized Violet Rinehart's voice calling trains.    Upon inquiry she directed me to a city car 
j 'The Loop,'  which took me down  Court Street past many business  establishments.    There was 
j Solon  Hesrick's delicatessen store, 'The Fashion  Shop',  managed   by   Mademoiselle   Marguerite 
; Smithe, and above this was  Christine Russell's  School of  Dancing.    At the entrance to the 
! campus I saw "Ye Sweete Shop," operated by Alice Allen. This was crowded with students, the 
I dormitory lunch hour just being over. 
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I got off the car at the Loop and found I had arrived at the Administration Building just j 
as chapel had begun.   President Ruby Garn was reminding the student-body that former stu- i 
dents of B. G. N. C. would be visiting there that day and that she would not have them think , 
the moral standards of the institution had been lowered since '24, which would be shockingly \ 
evidenced by hall-loitering.    Reverend Doty of Chicago, in Bowling Green for the reunion, led ' 
the devotional exercises.   Professor Lloyd Witte, Head of the Music Department, conducted the ! 
singing and the thirty-six piece orchestra.    After chapel I met Carl Bachman, who is planning I 
on receiving his degree this spring. j 
Boarding a car to Recreational Park I searched my purse for nine cents. Having none I 
turned to the conductor for change and much to my surprise I found Frances Kurz doing the 
honors. She guided me to a front seat where I found Evelyn Scherff busily making out plans for 
her next week's recitations. Evelyn gave me much interesting information anong which was the 
marriage of Miss Zona Daniels to Mr. Robert English formerly of this city, but now head of a 
chain of D. & E. grocery stores in Chicago. Looking around the car I recognized Dorothy Bates 
still wearing glasses, Mabel Beckmen, Laura Bell, Gladys Bickley, all in their Sunday best for the 
reunion, and Oh My Dear! in the very front seat was Florence Woods. Had it not been for 
Evelyn, I never would have known her, she is so terribly thin. It seems she is demonstrating the 
Wallace Reducing Records. 
Arriving at the park, the guide in the person of George Wolf, conducted us to the Zbio 
where Professor Moseley and his assistant, Edith Gordon, gave us the life history of each and 
every animal; you know animals are right along the music line anyway, so I was especially 
interested. 
After this trip through the Zoo, Evelyn having met her fiance, Jonathan Ladd (the Mayor- 
Elect of Bowling Green) went with him, so I wandered about alone, and soon came to the bath¬ 
ing beach where teachers from two provinces of the United States were contestants. 
Elsie Weaver, Sevilla Young, Margaret Watt, Ruth Carrick. and Marie Taylor were com¬ 
peting for the honors.    I may mention that the "Swan Dive" by Sevilla Young, won the contest. 
Hearing music, I made my way to the Dance Hall. Taking a chair near the orchestra, I 
prepared myself for a boring ten minutes. But was happily surprised. Immediately I recognized 
Mrs. Claire Blum as leader of the orchestra, and observing more carefully, I noticed Agnes Lev¬ 
ering at the piano, and Irene Ruhlman playing the saxophone. Hearing footsteps approaching, I 
glanced up and gazed into the bright blue, humorous, intelligent eyes of George Figgins. He 
asked me if I was eating, and naturally I assented. We walked out of the dance hall to the 
picnic grounds where the crowd was beginning to gather. In this crowd we saw Gladys Beck- 
ley, Helen Brown, Victoria Cook, Marjorie Cox, and Ruth Croftcheck, who are teaching in Ohio. 
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1 When all were assembled, lunch was served by Theresa Eishen, Anna Fraver, Jennie Garrett,                     I 
j Helen Garster, Melva Gibson, Gertrude Griffiths, Mary Lois Headly, Hazel Hengsteler, Anna                   | 
j Henkelman.    And you remember Helen Henning, who usually recited so brilliantly in Class-                   | 
• room Management?    Well! she has succeeded Miss Heston as   head   of  the   Domestic   Science                   i 
' Department.                                                                                                                                                                          ' 
» I 
{ Immediately following the lunch, came the program.    Professor C. D. Fox, Professor of In-                   ' 
I dustrial Arts at Ohio State was toastmaster. Mrs. Solon Hesrick talked on: "A Thousand Ways                   I 
| to Please a Husband."    It was very interesting.    This was followed by a French horn solo by                     i 
■ little Clement Premo Junior. > 
I '' ■ Then Eleanor Shatzel gave a review of her book "What to Do and Where."   I might add 
' that her book has taken the place of Emily Post's "Etiquette" and is universally recognized. Miss 
I Shatzel is lecturing on the book this winter. 
t 
| Ernest Etoll gave a short and snappy talk on "How to Coach Football."    Mr. McCandless,                   | 
| our old coach, was present and was very much interested in Mr. Etoll's work as Coach at Yale.                         I 
. After the program I  met Eulalie Hoffman, who in partnership with Ruth Murlin, is run-                     - 
I ning a French Modiste Shop in New York, but they managed to tear themselves away from their                     : 
■ beloved business. * 
I j 
| I met Tobias Edwards on the street and he told me he was Superintendent of Schools in j 
« Cincinnati.                                                                                                                                                                             j 
Well, Vivien, please write and tell me all about your work. I f 
I am dead tired after this jaunt.    Write soon, I 
PEG. i 
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Sophomore Class Will 
We, the members of the graduating Sophomore Class of 1924, being of sound mind and 
memory and realizing that our end as college students is drawing near, do make and publish this 
document as our last will and testament, thus revoking all former wills, codicils and the like 
made by us. 
FIRST. To President Williams we bequeath our undying gratitude for all he has done 
tor us. 
SECOND. To the Faculty we give our congratulations on their ability to assign difficult 
lessons, and hope that they may find others with our ability to cope with the said assignments. 
THIRD. To the student body at large we bequeath our chapel seats so they may enjoy 
the inspiring services as we have; our places in the library and what is left of the books there, so 
that they may obtain knowledge as we have; also our places on the debating and the athletic 
teams, in the Music Department, and in the Drama Class to those who show ability along these 
lines. , 
FOURTH. To the Juniors we bequeath our ideals of scholarship that they may struggle 
through their Senior year successful!)'. 
FIFTH. To the Degree Sophomores we bequeath our wisdom and poise, cooperation, and the 
hope that they will have a peaceful Junior year. 
SIXTH. To the Freshmen we bequeath various personal characteristics of our illustrious 
graduates—the sunny nature of Emily Benson, the poise of Frances Buerstrum, the innocence of 
Everett Doty, the iralustriousness of Evelyn Scherff, the personality of Mrs. McChesney, the 
musical ability of Ramon Current, the giggles of George Figgins, and the conversational ability 
of Edna Keller. 
SEVENTH. To the College we bequeath our school spirit and pep; our spirit of coopera¬ 
tion with the faculty, students, and town; our hopes for the growth of Bowling Green Normal Col¬ 
lege, and our wish that it will always be a happy, friendly, and useful college. 
EIGHTH. We name and appoint Mr. Overman as the executor of this our last will and 
testament, and the Faculty as guardians for the Freshmen. 
FRANCES KURZ  (Class Writer.) 
In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our ncmes and affixed our seal this twelfth 
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-four. 
JOHNATHAN LADD, President. 
EULALIE HOFFMAN, Secretary. 
MR. OVERMAN, Faculty  -Idvisor. 
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, A Seniors Good-Bye to His Alma Mater i 
! t 
I 1 
As we stand  ready to leave the protecting care of our Alma Mater and  enter upon a new 1 
j phase of our lives, what is more fitting than that we should take a glance backward and, endeav- j 
i  
, oring to see bevond the details and routine of class room work, ask ourselves the question "What i ■ ' 
, has it all meant to us?" | 
I 
I 
knowledge while boundless regions of truth remain all unexplored before us. [ 
Our intellectual horizon has been broadened.    We have been impressed and humbled by our 
realization of the fact that we have had only a glimpse into a few of   the   avenues   of   human 
Life has taken on a new meaning for us. As Freshmen we thought of the world as a place 
in which we were going to compete with others in striving to get as much as possible for our¬ 
selves. We thought of a college as a means of enabling us to come out victors in the struggle so 
that we might more readily win honor, pleasure, and plenty. I i 
Now, we see the world in a different light.    It is a world so arranged by the Omnipotent One, I 
that he who most unselfishly serves others wins most happiness far himself.    Our talents, we be- ' 
gin to understand, are not our own; rather they have been intrusted to our care to be used for the j 
i                      welfare of those about us.    We have received much; we owe much to others.    Our increased op- ' 
I                      portunities have brought with them increased responsibilities. * 
I • 
j                              Nor do we view this service in the light of a cold duty to be performed.    We have come to I 
|                      feel a more kindly, helpful, sympathetic interest in other folk outside our own coterie.    We see I 
|                      mankind everywhere much alike, with faults and virtues like ourselves.    We shall take a certain I 
|                      joy in passing on to others some of the good things we ourselves have received. ' 
I                                     . ' 
,                              Besides knowledge, high ideals and a more sympathetic feeling for mankind, you, our Alma | 
j                      Mater, have given us other things that words cannot express—associations, friendships, pleasures | 
1                      —that we can never forget.    Your kind solicitude for us has been such that we shall go out with I 
|                      a strong dete:mination to so profit by your instruction ,that in future years, you can point to us I 
|                      with pride and sav to all the world—"These are my sons and daughters." I 
i i 
i  
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LITERARY 
Here and Hereafter 
At midnight on December 31, 1923, two people, a man and a woman, were sitting in a fire- 
lit, lamp-lit room.    He had just proposed; she had just accepted; they seemed blissfully happy. 
Outside of the window, hungrily devouring some food just taken from the pantry of this 
house, stood a man looking in at this scene. His thoughts were inactive; he had not the slightest 
wish lor the doubtful pleasure of reforming; and on the other hand he had no thought of either 
doing violence to these people or of committing robbery in this house. He was merely in an idle 
contemplative mood. A step startled him, and turning he beheld the man who had apprehended 
him in a dozen petty crimes, his chief enemy, Patrolman Hennessy. 
"So you're thinking of breaking in, eh?"    Contemptuously—"Stolen food of course." 
His words were choked into his throat as silently they scuffled. A blow dealt full on the fore¬ 
head of the patrolman rendered him limp, and. in the heat of his anger, the man snatched a re¬ 
volver from his hip pocket, pressed it close to the body of his victim, and fired a completely 
muffled shot. Quickly he dragged him to a clump of shrubbery, deposited the body, and like a 
Hash ran up the street, darting into the first convenient alley. 
And the town clock struck one. 
Inside the warm, beautiful room the man stooped and gently kissed the woman. "The be¬ 
ginning of a happy year," he said; "when will you make me still happier?" She looked at him 
tenderly. "I have it," she exclaimed boyishly, "A year from this very night, and at this very 
time! There! isn't that a splendid idea?" 
Outside, the man stumbled wearily through the streets. The new year. God, what a way 
to begin! 
The papers of January first carried the announcement of the engagement of Frances Smyth, 
debutante, and the account of the latest crime of Francis Smith, criminal. 
In a hospital bed Patrolman Hennessy controlled with effort his weak faltering voice and 
dictated the evidence to be used in what was sure to be a most sensational trial. The accumulated 
dislike of years was woven through the facts of the case and, having made the most of his oppor¬ 
tunity for vengeance, Hennessy died. 
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| The trial began on the fifteenth day of May.    Smith's long police record was decidedly in 
| the way of any public sympathy, and besides this the defence had absolutely   no   evidence   upon 
j which to base any sort of satisfactory plea. 
, It was at this time that Frances' doctor ordered her departure from the city.    The nearness 
• and coincidence marking the event of Henessy's death, combined with the strain of social obliga- 
1 tions, had reduced her to a nervous shadow of her former self.    "I want you to receive no news- 
| papers," the doctor ordered, "and kindly inform your friends to   write   nothing  concerning  this 
j damnable affair." 
The papers of June i carried in the society column a brief notice concerning the departure 
of Miss Smyth and her mother, for their summer camp in the Adirondacks. In headlines two 
inches high was announced: Francis Smith to Die. 
Smith's crime had been adjudged murder in the first degree for Henessy, a reputable police¬ 
man, but an unfair adversary, had charged him with carrying fire-arms with the deliberate in- I 
tent to kill anyone interfering with his plan of robbery. The next day Smith was taken to the j 
State Penitentiary.    The date for his execution was set for January i at 12:55 a- m- j 
"Forty-love"  rang out a gay voice.    An interval, "Game", the same voice called.    "That's i 
the set, six-four, play you another!" ! I 
The voice was that of the happiest of care-free girls—none other than Frances Smyth again 
her strong, robust, gay self. Gone was any trace of the nervousness and terror of three months 
ago; she looked as she felt—happy. 
Her return to the city marked the beginning of the delightful plans for her wedding. Parties, 
teas, dances, trousseau, felicitations, and over all the ever-present knowledge of the new love 
which had come into her life. She smoked more, danced more, drank more, dressed more, and 
loved more than ever before.    Excitement! delight! 
For Francis Smith these days dragged with an awful slowness and yet they were so inevi- 
tably passing that each new day seemed precious, to be held back; for somehow, somehow his 
I life must be lengthened.    His thoughts all  focused on  January first.    The outer world became 
I unreal, unbelievable; time, after January first would cease to be.    Until then each passing minute 
I shortened  his  life.    He grew weak  and thin.    He was depressed  and  morbid.    December  first 
I marked the beginning of the last month of his life.    A few awkward letters of sympathy, a few 
j brief visits from the chaplain, sleepless nights, dreary days, horror, fright. 
I 
i 
£fr 
The morning of December the thirtieth found Frances in   breakfast-table   banter  with   her 
father. 
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I "My dear," he remarked, "Hardy is a fine name, but I really hate to think that the name of                    ] 
| Frances Smyth will forever be lost to our family after tonight's ceremony.     I should have had a                    f 
{ son."                                                                                                                                                                                        I 
* I 
i "Nonsense, Daddy, I would be terribly bored with a brother.    And besides, think of the ex-                    | 
j pense he would have been!"                                                                                                                                                i 
f This same morning found Francis Smith in conversation with the prison chaplain.                                        s j I 
) "I once had a son," said he. "If only he could have lived to have comforted me in this hour!                     f 
I His mother named him after me.   Lord, we were happy after he came, and while he was a                    | 
i little boy.    Things might have been different.    She was bad though, and he died  from her                    | 
| neglect, and since then—well, that's twenty years ago."                                                                                             j 
f "Be comforted," replied the chaplain, "for had he lived, you would go out of this world know-                    f 
I ing that your name and his would forever be associated with crime.    As it is, you will go out of                    f 
| the world knowing that the name of Francis Smith will be wiped from the list of criminals.    You                    1 
t face a new life; God permitting, a better one.    Your son will be with you rather than left behind                     I 
i you, bearing the stigma of your name."                                                                                                                             j 
» During the night of December thirtieth, Frances was wakened out of a light sleep by the                     i 
f sound of the clock striking one.                                                                                                                                         | 
I "Tomorrow night at this time—" was her first thought "I shall begin a new life."    "Oh                     » 
I . God," she prayed suddenly,  "make me a good wife."  Instantly she was  startled by her  own                     I 
| prayer.    God had never been a part of her life—why should she turn to Him now?    In a flash                     { 
| it was revealed to her.    Tomorrow night when she became the wife of Captain Hardy, her past                     | 
life, the gayety, the frivolousness would be automatically altered.    Just as she would forever put                      | 
i away the name of Frances Smyth, so would these superficialities be put away in her new life.                              j 
I At the state prison Francis Smith awakened from a fitful sleep to the sound of the prison clock                     f 
| booming one.                                                                                                                                                                          f 
i i i f i ! i  
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"Tomorrow night at this time," was his first thought, "I shall be facing the new life.    "Oh, i 
Strong clever fingers moving.    A volume of sound became a quivering thing of life; a thing 
of triumph and power, commanding through a compelling tenderness. 
God," he prayed, and was startled by his own prayer, "save my soul that I may find my son.1 
Why should he turn to God he wondered, and suddenly knew.    Tomorrow night when he faced 
eternity all sin would become a thing of the past.    Just as his name would forever be wiped from 
the annals of the living, so would his sin automatically become forever of the past. ! 
I 
i i 
A vision of beauty sweeping down the broad flower-lined aisle of a fashionable church. * 
i ( 
I Twelve-fifty-five on the morning of January first, the scene of the wedding of Frances Smyth.                      I 
i i 
j She was met by Captain Hardy and they stood at the altar together.    A few words, mur-                      j 
, mured replies, and then the voice of the bishop saying, "I pronounce thee man and wife."                                       | 
■ -At twelve-fifty-five on the morning of January the first, far away at the State Penitentiary,                       = 
* Francis Smith walked unfalteringly down the narrow aisle of a dreary room and seated himself                      ! 
f without a visible tremor of fear in the chair of death.    A few minutes of ghastly activity and                       I 
| then the voice of the prison physician saying, "I pronounce this man dead."                                                                 I 
I ) 
i And at two places so far, so near, the clock struck one.                                                                                         j 
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The Teacher's Life 
| Of little children, with gratitude 
! Of youth, with confidence of age, 
With loyal friendships; 
To eyes which saw them not before; 
. The state made safer, purer, firm; 
I A dullard given encouragement, 
I A genius brought to light; 
I A life so rich in contact 
• With other minds and souls; 
The simple faith of boys and girls 
| Erratic adolescence's doubt 
t 
\ Maturity's assurance deep; 
I Nor lacking in that agony 
I 
» 
f 
| What matter though the world forget 
» Our names, and house and land 
f 
i 
j 
( The teacher's life, is it not blest. 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
The Teacher's life, is it not blest? j 
A life so warm with love and trust i 
A life so full of vital deeds; | 
I A doorway open to the past, I 
I Its legacy, its glory, charm; 
I The mvsteries of nature cleared = 
Of failure, minds awry and souls 1 
Unreached; the pain which makes more rich ) 
The joys, more warm, the love. » 
! 
I 
t 
Are never ours?    They are but shadows: | 
Ours the grand realities. | 
A life so warm, so full, so rich, I 
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EVENTS OF THE YEAR 
in WORDS and PICTURES 
High Spots—That's All 
B. G. N. C. 
Sept. 17.    Trunks called in and B. G. victims arrived. 
Sept. 19.    We spotted most of the new profs today. 
Sept. 21.    Right hands bandaged.    We all went through the receiving line at the reception 
last night. 
Sept. 24.    The boys have begun to make a choice among the new girls. 
Sept. 25    New ABC officers were elected yesterday.    That means College spirit. 
Sept. 28.    Suitcase parade.    Homesick Freshmen must see papa and mama. 
Sept. 29.    Too bad! We'll not lose the game next time.    Cheer up boys.    Mac is with you. 
Sept. 30    Cheer up!    Thanksgiving vacation comes Nov. 28. 
Oct. 1.    Looking forward to Nov. 10.    Don Smith can tell you all about it. 
Oct. 2.    We're all attending chapel.    It's too early to begin cutting. 
Oct. 11.    Our Freshmen had a meeting and elected officers.    Rah! Rah!  Freshies. 
Oct. 17.    We find that Ye Olde Five Brothers, Varsity N, ABC, Glee Club, Country Life 
and other organizations are well on their way.    This sounds like College spirit. 
Oct. 24.    Ghosts!  Goblins!  Black Cats and Witches   Beware!    We   had   our   Hallowe'en 
Party early. 
Oct. 26.    B. G. meets Toledo U. tomorrow. 
Oct. 27.    We lost, but     -    -    - 
Oct. 29.    Our Alumni is growing.    If you could only have seen them today.    But maybe the 
eats had something to do with the crowd. 
Nov. 1.    Can't think of anything now, only Home Coming. 
Nov. 8.    Library is filled, because everyone wants to know the weather report for Saturday. 
Nov.    9.    "Seventeen" makes Alumni members feel young and happy, ready for tomorrow. 
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f NOVEMBER 10, 1923.    "Nuf sed" it is a red letter day for every one present. 
• Nov.   17.    Kick  Off  Party.    Remember "Zibe"  receiving the   kick   off?    Graceful?    Plea 
1 don't laugh. 
Nov.  19.    If practice means anything we'll have a wonderful basketball team this year. 
, Nov. 20.   Nothing but ordinary school until Nov. 28. 
I Nov. 28.    The college almost forsaken.    Thanksgiving vacation begins. 
I Dec.   4.    It just dawned on the college men that they would have to purchase a Xmas pres- 
j ent for their best girls.    No wonder they look downhearted and worried.    They can't decide which 
j one is their "best." 
J Dec.  5.    The Gold Mask Club was trying to decide on a play.    Such a time! 
I Dec.  8.    Junior-Senior Formal.    Everybody enjoyed themselves. 
► Dec.  11.    Judge Ben Lindsay gave a splendid lecture to the student body in chapel today. 
j Dec. 17-18-19.    Ask any girl in the Dorm how to cut stars.    That is their new trade. 
i Dec. 20.    Xmas  party.    A  very  impressive  party.    We  are  sorry  all  guests could  not  be 
present to hear all of the program. 
Dec. 21-Jan. 7.    This is what we like about college life.    Xmas vacation. 
Jan.  8.    "Boob"   Smith   received   10  dollars  in  gold   for suggesting  the  name  for the  new ! 
dorm.    He wishes he  might have  received it before Xmas.    That present he purchased might I 
have been different.    You know. { 
Jan.  12.    The Freshies entertained.    They had their annual  party tonight.    They really do * 
pretty well at entertaining. | 
Jan.  18.    A Basketball game tonite.    The season is well on its way.    We are back of our ! 
team just the same. I 
Jan.   19.    Oh,  talk  about  good  looks.    Our girls  sure  make good  looking fellows.—Arlene 
Stannard—??    Well we wouldn't dare say what a good looking man she would make. ' 
1 
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■ Jan. 22.    Somebody had a birthday anniversary today. • 
• Jan. 30.    Fox and Frances were together as usual. i 
I Feb. 2.    This month makes up the extra day in leap year.   From the looks of things we think                     I 
i the girls are taking advantage.    Notice the diamonds.                                                                                               | 
I Feb. 4.    Second semester begins.   Some people think they will have a date now.                                            ( 
( Feb. 9.    Snow Party—They didn't snow-ball each other, but everyone had a good time.                               I 
I Feb. 15.    Valentine Party—How everyone guarded his heart today.                                                                 ! 
: Feb. 16.    Esther Russell is having a terrible time getting Esther Bnnvn to get in on time.                    • 
I Ask Bobby, why?                                                                                                                                                                           1 
" Feb. 17.    Esther "Peanuts" March must be sick.    We did not hear her today.                                            ' 
j Feb. 22.    Bluffton  came  here  to  play basketball.    That means the girls  will  have  dates                    | 
I without taking specials.                                                                                                                                                                 f 
■ Feb. 29.    The halls were clear of couples today.    Even if the girls did propose they didn't i 
• want to be accused of it. I 
: Mar.  1.    Girls  complain  to  Mr.  Walker  about  their  pictures.     But  what  else  could   you                     | 
I expect ?                                                                                                                                                                                   I 
Mar. 7.    Bee Gee wins  from  Findlay  at Findlay, 29-22.    The college students backed the ' 
J team  if they were  away from  home.    Of course they had  attractive ways of going,  machines                      I 
j with chaperons of their own choice.                                                                                                                                        j 
( Mar. 8.    The Annual "The Key" is well on its way.                                                                                         | 
t Mar. 9.    The   Soph.  Prom.     Note  the  marcels,  hair  curls  of  all   kinds.     No  wonder  Mr.                      ! 
I Walker is taking pictures for the Annual.                                                                                                                               I 
I Mar.  12.    We saw a sign on the board today about a certain group being at the Woman's                      I 
I Bldg. for practice.    We can't imagine why.                                                                                                                         1 
I Mar.  13.    Florence Woods—just think  of it.     She has her hair bobbed.    If everyone was                      \ 
: doing it it wouldn't be so bad, but—Ha!                                                                                                                              t 1 I 
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I i 
, Mar.  15.    "The Wearing of the Green."                                                                                                                 1 
j Mar.  18.    Gold  Mask  Club  meets   at   Urschels   for  practice.    We  think  maybe  they  will                       I 
1                      present a play soon.    The name sounds like twelve o'clock—"The Witching Hour." J 
j Mar. 22    The Penny Fair—The Woman's League made quite a bit of money, and everyone                       i 
1                    had a good time. j 
I Mar. 24.    Everyone is packing up.                                                                                                                                     I 
I Mar. 26.    Sad  day.    Some people won't see one another for a whole week. 
Mar. 27.    They go all day.    Spring Vacation begins.    One whole week. : 
! ' 
. Apr. 7.    Blue Monday.    We wanted to stay home longer.    Don  Smith spent the afternoon                       1 
in the Dormitory.    Why? Where? ? , 
. Apr. 8.    Florence exercised her gum.                                                                                                                                • 
1 Apr.  10.    Seven  Keys to Baldpate.    Well given.    Very much  enjoyed.                                                              ' 
j Apr.  11.    We  rejoice—just nine more  weeks of school.                                                                                            ' 
I I 
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The Charge of the Green Brigade 
Half an inch, half an inch, 
Half an inch onward, 
Up to the Registrar 
Came nearly three hundred. 
"Forward the Green Brigade!" 
A charge for the desk was made. 
Then, when their plans were laid, 
Into the B. G. State 
Came the three hundred. 
"Forward the Green Brigade!" 
Into classrooms they stray'd 
"Won't be called on," they pray'd 
When the Prof,  wonder'd. 
Theirs not to make reply, 
Theirs not to reason why, 
Theirs  but  to sit  and  sigh 
Till the clock responded 
To the three hundred. 
Teacher of class that's done, 
Teacher of class begun, 
Teacher of class to come 
Volley'd and thunder'd. 
Stormed with questions pell-mell, 
Half they not answer well, 
Till out from the mouth of hell 
Came the three hundred. 
"Halt there!    You  Green Brigade. 
Oh!    the error you've made. 
Your color isn't  display'd." 
Some one had  blunder'd. 
Heads should have green topping, 
Arms should show green flopping, 
So up the town shopping 
Went the three hundred. 
Paddles to right of them, 
Paddles to left of them, 
Paddles behind them 
Volley'd and thunder'd. 
Stormed at with words unkind, 
Freshies were made to mind, 
Or to the Gym they went, 
Where shillalahs kept time 
On the three hundred. 
"Forward, the Green Brigade! 
Into Exams we'll wade. 
We'll charge the final grade 
Although outnumber'd." 
In rushed a mighty throng 
Upon a line quite strong. 
They fought both fierce and long 
While their folks wonder'd. 
Then they came out, but not, 
Not the three hundred. 
How can their glory fade? 
Great was the charge they made, 
Although  some  blunder'd. 
With heart and soul of fire, 
They'll climb, not high, but high'r. 
Noble three hundred! 
One hundred seventy 
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Elc^ha-nt   THE ZOO 
This is Earl   Leitcv.    He   is "Wie 
fattest   man   I've   ever seer?   and 
the   most   wonderful   dancer.    He 
is   the   lightest   man    on   your 
feet   in a   pii7cb 
Mori key— 
mis   is   Merle     Hoskinson;  such  a 
funny   creature.    My  dear,  be keeps   us all   in 
a roar, just   by tv/istiw^ bis features. 
Ibis is  Dick Fuller    He  has the 
longest legs in college,and  l?as distinguished 
himself as a side-kicker at all   social 
functions this year. Squirrel. 
This   is 
Rutb   Lane; a  little "red" squirrel. 
Her   red   8uick_tbe   colleqe   circle—a 
— /ittle'gas— around and'round   we   go — 
a thrill  and  a whirl, 
This is   Jobi?   Hiimphrejfs, 
tbc caretaker   of   Bald pate 
Inn.   'Well t?ow, Mary" 
This is   Bertha Brrnkmao 
A pretty little  girl   of ti,«   true 
domesti't type.   A   sweet little ijest 
out   there   in   the   West— let the 
rest of the   world   go  by. 
This is Delano 
fox, and  both these 
names fit,   <jivaffe 
for his size  and fox 
for  his  roind    but 
we   cant forjet   "Puss" 
cause   bis   shoes 
track   her "boots 
and it  looks  to   me 
like they're   both 
in  cahoots. 
Turtle _ 
.pnau  
Tb/s is  HiMred 
Luke, one of 
our Home Ec 
JVy ^irls.   Some  day 
she'll  shut  herself 
up in'her 
bouse'   but 
not by 
herself, __^  
by gosh.'      but they  say be 
fevers   Brx)Wn.   You 
jus' can't  help   but lik. 
—Hippo 
TbiS   is    Beryl 
Rixtter   Adept 
it   dc b i te   ani 
(a secre O ciejars 
and   S tones . 
This   Is 
Morris    Bistlm 
Lverjbodvi    Dobh 
him, he's   a   regular 
old   clown. 
One hundred seventy-eight 
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Ostrich — This  is'Betty Tbemas.   She 
is tbt   wobbliest   runner 
that ever tbere  was. She 
is the funniest  bird.   5be 
always   buries   her   head 
rn  the sawd  and  then 
thinks   that   nobody can 
see  her.    [sn'i   that 
^anary 
This is Vtedine 
. Clevenger, as 
chipper as a 'canarjr 
mi just as happy 
and'light.   Never  known 
to be near  a 
fi^ht. 
This is  Pearl 
Creiijbton    In June 
she sings her 
Swan Song. 
This is Clemie  Veler, the 
Ub' assistant.   Parrot-like he 
always  tries   io talk  and 
evervtinie   be  opens 
\)is  mouth, tbe 
'cbem'   students 
begin   to   balk 
This is   Matie Stearns. 
A lion for grub  and 
hair   like a mane. 
But she's   r»ight there 
r%>      U bet, with   her 
v .vV^'^tik* 
—Mouse 
This is Ellma Oienst. 
She is one of  the  noisiest 
persons   in school,   crowds   her 
way thru   everythiucj, but 
she's   never   been able   to 
break a rule Duck 
This   is   Esther   Rossel, 
a cute little quack, 
just like a man   she 
tries  out  for track 
This is Helen Hobart, and "ob how      This   is   Ethel 
she   struts   ber feathers   and.        Crawford, content to 
plumes!" ^r\  up on the beartbrug 
With  never  an  ambition.  Can  you 
imagine anyone as   smq<J   and 
self-satisfied? l-a■^ 
Terriei  
This is   IscaK   Belle Dal I. 
a ^ here   an<i   a^ there 
but   she   stirs'em   up   just 
the   sarne. 
This is Don Smith. 
A dreadful flirt and 
the handsomest 
fellow  I «er bel; ' 
But he knov/s itj^ 
and don't y°* 
bate  a vain ■man. 
One hundred seventy-nine 
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Things That Are Impossible j 
i 
Everett Fish without a date. 
Leo  Lake's  hair  all   "mussed"   up. 
Mrs. Hobart with a "modest"  dress on. 
Clement Veler letting some one in free. 
"Peg"   Williams  not  hungry. 
"Kooch" Powell not cutting classes. 
"Dinty"  not looking for "Hud". 
Bertha Brinkman at a dog fight. 
Guy Nearing as an aesthic dancer. 
Prof. Overman in overalls. 
McEwen in a bathing suit. 
Eulalie Hoffman meek and modest. 
Lenore McKinlay without her hair curled. 
Esther Russell  not giggling. 
Everybody  at chapel. 
Leiter in Fox's trousers. | 
Kathryn Hobart without her "puddle jumper." i 
i 
i i 
i i 
| Twice Told Tales j 
j Dr. Kohl "Pardon Me Students." j 
* Prof. Clutts "How about that." S 
Prof. Mosley "Well that's interesting." j 
I Prof. Reebs "It's pathetic." j 
| Miss McCain (with emphatic nodding)  "Exactly." { 
| Prof. Swarz "Now of course I know that." j 
| Prof.  Overman "Awright." j 
~ Coach Mac... ."Nobody ever gets to the place where they know it all." i 
f Dr. Williams "Too much noise out here folks." ! 
I Prof. Tunnicliffe "We will sing number nine." ! 
j Mr. McEwen "That's that." | 
) Prof. Holt "Perfectly general—perfectly meaningless." I 
jj Miss Shaw "Number off." | 
| Miss Hayward "I had an idear." j 
j Prof. Hissong "Well what of it." j 
, Miss Neilsen "Extremely interesting." 
* Miss Heston "Sun",   (soon). 
I Miss Walker "Quiet now while I call the roll." 
I Mr. Carmichael "Can anyone quote from that ?" 
I 
i 
i 
i i 
i i 
i i 
One hundred eighty 
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THE  WITCHING  HOUR 
Fox—"I don't think the audience noticed the lines I missed in the last act.' 
Iscah Belle—"No, they were unconscious by that time." 
First Student—"Why don't you laugh at Beattie's jokes?" 
Second Student—"I don't have to.   I'm getting kicked out next week." 
NO TRADE 
Farmer—"Be this the women's exchange?" 
Woman—"Yes." 
Farmer—"Be ye the woman ?" 
Woman—"Yes." 
Farmer—"Well I'll keep Maggie." 
ANCIENT STUFF 
Vivien—"I have some of King Tut's coins." 
Wittie—"That's nothing.    I have some of Adam's chewing gum." 
Peg—"My but your shoes squeak." 
Ramon—"Yes, I have plenty of music in my sole." 
One  hundred  eighty-one 
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PASI «ND Furupfc- 
THE: PRESE-NT is KNOWK 
ISACHBE-LL STILLHASDREAMSp 
T?OAAftNTIC«wD'RUtV\fiNTI& 
SOT'vYOULDS&tM. 
FOX DITDN'r TORN OUT TO 3E. 
JllST WHAT HErALWrtVS 
<S E-e/W fD TO MEr 
DoROTHy EflTfrS W/HO COL/U"D 
HAVfe-FORSfrE-NTHI'D E-ND 
VOUSHOULD HOVfc-Lfc-HD 
SOM&TtoOR /V\H(V TO M fc-N D. 
FRflWCfrS K,OL-DMRIDErNHOOD 
15 OUR TRU Er LOT 
yOUHHVfc-C-ONer; 
AND SPOILE-D-THE-PLOT. 
One hundred eighty-two 
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"LlF-E'S   LlTTLEr c/oKfc-S- 
CoNTINUE-t) 
r&UE-SStD THAT fcSTHE-R T?. 
WbuLT) Al.SOSPOil-TH£"PLOT 
IKNE-W THAT rtVOUNG-Xt-NTIST 
WPS lb B£r He-R LOT. 
c     » DOW   HOSOLW«VS TloCDUS 
IN HCCETNTS LJOL»P,T/S TRUET 
C/LI5TWH«T HETHOU&HT 
WAS BE-ST p-on us TO DO. 
YOl/b NErVETl G-OE-S6 IT 
PROM HIS "PHST 
TH HT"^>O oy's Wl wcs 
AWICME-XJ CLOTS OT LAST. 
THE- s&CRt-T is OUT /IT LAST 
SHE, IS .STILL ONLyD1?HWING- 
W«TtR  FRO/WTHfc WlbLL 
«S IN THfrTVlST. 
TTL_ 
One hundred eighty-three 
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Normal Library 
The Shiek Don Smith 
The Man Above the Rest Mr. McEwen 
Everett True Marion Hall 
The Age of Innocence Frances Buerstrum 
Little Women  Miss Allen and Miss Blum 
Ode to a Roller Skate Eulalie Hoffman 
Ambition  "Bob" Whipple ! 
Life Margaret Coverett 
Only Ones Everett Fish 
Women's Home Companion  Ramon Current 
Educational Journal  Clyde Hissong 
Current Events Earl Leiter 
Country  Life C.  J.  Biery 
We Two Beach Twins 
I Lady of the Lake Mildred Whisler 
I Puss in Boots CD. Fox 
| How to Think Gracefully  "Johnny" Ladd 
I Self Appreciation  Jones 
Wonders of the Curling Iron L. Witte 
When and What to Eat Margaret Smith 
Philosophy of Love Hud and Dinty 
Faint Perfume Mr. Moseley 
I House of Whispers Telephone Booth 
| American Boy Art Brand 
i Education by Violence Coach Mac 
| Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Muns Bachman 
Social Work in Churches Boob Smith 
The Iron Woman  "Peanuts" March 
The Light That Lures Elsie Weaver 
Madame X  Mary Williams 
Two Little Savages Veler and Towers 
The Little Minister Rev. Wilson 
Three Wise Fools Leona. Olive and Mildred 
House of Mirth Williams Hall 
J Old Wives Tale Pearl Blinn 
J In Captivity Homer Moscoe 
! "If" Earl Leiter 
| Seventeen   "Bob"  Place 
I Sentimental Tommy Les Figgins 
I The Love Bandit Hayden Olds } 
| The Turtle Dove  Earl Davidson j 
| Flaming Youth  Emily Benson j 
a Youth's Companion Premo j 
| Literary Digest  Ethel  Crawford j 
I Physical Culture  Harry Towers f 
! McCalls  (Mick Calls)   "Bob" Younkin ! 
I Elite Barbara Hobart I 
i i 
i i 
 ! 
One hundred eighty-four 
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GoE-il-J (  ^ 
THE ^OL^JO^HONOR 
S>"gif>g Secrets    ■ 
f^tty Soft!' 
'^^ i .^cJ 
'VtfkZHc™'*, 
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The Bowling Green State Normal College 
The Bou'ling Green State Normal College is a member of the North Central Association of 
Colleges and the American Association of Teachers Colleges, and offers to students 
superior advantages for higher training at a minimum  expense. 
TWO YEAR DIPLOMA COURSES 
Diploma courses consisting of two years of work in advance of graduation from a first grade 
high school are offered in Music, Commercial Education, Home Economics, Elementary Educa¬ 
tion and Industrial Arts. 
FOUR YEAR DEGREE COURSES 
These courses provide thorough training in standard curricula and permit special emphasis 
upon  a  major  and minor  subject. 
SPECIAL  PROGRAMS  OF   STUDY 
Students who have decided upon a profession or occupation such as Agriculture, Engineering, 
Commerce, Journalism, Law or Medicine, may profitably complete two years of their training 
in the Normal College, and others who wish the A. B. degree will find three years of acceptable 
work. 
A REAL COLLEGE 
The entrance requirements and quality of work demanded are based upon accepted college 
standards. All the usual student activities, such as athletics, women's league, debating, etc., 
receive special attention. Inter-collegiate literary contests and athletic sports are prominently 
featured. A high-class entertainment course is provided, and the social needs of students are 
carefully looked after. The physical and moral welfare of students is properly safeguarded, 
and the regulations of the institution are stimulating and wholesome. 
Fall Semester begins September 15, 1924.    For further information, address 
H. B. WILLIAMS, President. 
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The 
Commercial Bank and 
Savings Company 
-u 
CAPITAL 
SURPLUS 
. $100,000.00 
. $100,000.00 
Officers 
F. P. RIEGLE, President 
J. D. MERCER, Vice-President 
W. S. RAYDURE, Vice-President 
FRED  KIMMOXS,   Cashier 
IJ.   D.   MERCER,   Asst.   Cashier 
R. W. DAVENPORT, Teller 
A Savings Account or Certificate of Deposit   in This 
Bank Earns 4% Interest 
One hundred eighty-setven 
Headquarters for All Normal Supplies 
The Bolles Drug Store 
C. C. HUTTON, Prop. 
Remington Portable—Corona Portable 
Miss McDovsell—"What makes you so late?" 
Johnnie—"Please, teacher, the doctor brought a new sister this morning." 
Miss McDowell—(preoccupied)—"Very good; but don't let it happen again." 
Moscoe—"Hotch is certainly robbing the cradle." 
June—"Why, Homer?" 
Moscoe—"Why,  that  Freshman  he's been  rushing,  proved to be  eleven  years  old  in the 
psychology test." 
Mrs. Hissong—"My husband's careless;  his buttons are forever coming off." 
Miss Heston—"Perhaps they are not sewed on properly." 
Mrs. Hissong—"That's just it; he's so careless about his sewing." 
IMPEDIMENT 
Hotch—"I would lay the world at your feet but for one thing. 
Dorothy—"And that is?" 
Hotch—"Some other people are using it." 
Prof. McEiuen—"What do you mean by speaking of Dick Wagner, Ludie Beethoven, Charlie 
Gounod and Freddie Handel?" 
Miss Williams—"Well, you told me to get familiar with the great composers." 
Iscah—"Can a man tell when a woman loves him?" 
Dallas—"He can, but he ought not to." 
G. Figgins—"Have you given up anything for Lent?" 
Thelma—"Oh!   Yes,   candy, eating between meals,  dances,  movies, flowers- 
George—"Say, can I have a date Saturday night?" 
One hundred eighty-eight 
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Our Service— j 
To College Students Is Complete      [ 
i 
Clever New Things In Every Department j 
Await Your Selection | 
j 
i 
It Has Been a Real Pleasure to Serve ! 
College Students and It Is Our Aim to j 
so Conduct Our Business with You, as j 
to Merit Your Continued Patronage. j 
j 
Millinery, Dashing or Demure—Lovely Fabrics j 
For Every Occasion 
I 
i 
j 
j 
j 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
Smart Ready-To-Wear 
Swagger Men's Wear 
Stylish Footwear 
A. Froney & Co. 
Bowling, Green, Ohio 
One hundred eighty-nine 
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Established 1869 Fifty-Five Years of Success 
THLIIVO RRQS.FyERARP Q). 
COMPLETE 
PRINTING 
SERVICE 
HTHIS ENTIRE BOOK is 
a product of our plant, 
where machinery and work¬ 
manship of the highest quality 
rule. Take up your present 
or contemplated Printing 
Problems with us. :: :: :: 
Write    for    Estimates. 
KALAMAZOO,   MICHIGAN 
Page One Hundred Ninety 
m 
There's always a plate and a 
welcome for you at the 
Woman s Club Dining, 
Room 
Special parties cared for by       Lunches 
advance arrangement Dinners 
35c and 50c 
50c and 75c 
One hundred ninety-one 
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For Pure, Clean Milk 
and 
Finest Butter 
Buckeye Dairy 
Co. 
PHONE 103 
Winchester 
Tackle 
Like Winchester Guns 
Brings Home Big Game 
Hopper 
Hardware Co. 
"The Winchester Store" 
Phone 92 Phone 92 
"A MILLION FEET of DRY LUMBER" 
HARDWARE,  ROYAL FENCE, COAL 
Frank A. Keil 
Lumber Company 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 92 Phone 92 
WALK-OVER 
SHOES 
Your Spring Walk-Overs 
Are Here 
New Colors 
New Models 
Wear Walk-Overs and 
Know Shoes Are Right 
Prices $7.00, $8.50 
and $10.00 
Eberley Shoe 
Store 
T—f=—"J- 
One hundred ninety-two 
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Fine Watch 
Repairing 
Special 
Order Work 
Large   Stock 
Lowest Prices 
"The Jewelry Store With the 
Watch Sign In Front" 
H. G. Strawser 
&Co. 
Jewelers-Licensed Optometrists 
All Eye Examinations by use 
of the X-Ray Optholmoscope. 
No Errors Possible 
OPTICAL HEADQUARTERS 
115 N. Main St. 
Eyes 
Examined 
Lenses 
Duplicated 
I 
Don Bourquin 
FOR YOUNG MEN 
Suits and 
Shoes 
132 N. Main St. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
Hoytville 
Block and Tile 
Company 
Manufacturers of 
First Class Drain Tile 
and 
Building Block 
9 
Lester Stough     C. Claitus Stough 
Victrolas 
Cheney 
Brunswick 
Player Pianos 
Pianos 
Records 
—0— 
Crane-Halleck 
Music Store 
Home Phone 116 
150 North Main Street 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
iii" 
One hundred n'tnety-thrte 
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Enjoy Lake Erie 
as Part of Your Trip 
Lake journeys offer the summer travel¬ 
er a delightful and restful means of 
travel to Buffalo, Niagara Falls, eastern 
and Canadian points. The cool, inviting 
days and nights on the steamers' spacious 
decks make summer travel highly enjoy¬ 
able. 
Boarding C. & B. Line steamer at To¬ 
ledo any morning (June 21st to Septem¬ 
ber 1st) at X:in you enjoy a daylight 
ride to Cleveland with a few hours' stop¬ 
over at either Put-in-Bay or Cedar 
Point. On your arrival at Cleveland you 
will find the Great Ship "SEEANDBEE" 
or her sister ships, the "City of Erie" or 
the "City of Buffalo" ready to receive you 
and make you comfortable for the night 
trip to Buffalo. 
After that night of refreshing sleep you 
arrive in Buffalo at 7:30 the following morn- 
ins,   eager  for  a  day of  sight-seeing. 
Close connections are made at Buffalo with 
all railroads and trolley lines for Niagara 
Falls,   eastern   and   Canadian   points. 
For   stateroom   reservations,   etc.,   apply   to 
The Cleveland and Buffalo 
Transit Company 
A. E. THOMPSON, Gen. Agt. 
Foot of Adams St., Toledo, O. 
THE GREAT SHIP "SEEANDBEE" 
500 staterooms and 24 parlors 
de luxe—sleeping accommodations 
for over 1500 passengers. 
Niagara 
to the Sea 
The most satisfying trip in 
America for health and recre¬ 
ation. A thousand miles of 
lakes, rivers and rapids, in¬ 
cluding the Thousand Islands, 
the exciting descent of the 
marvelous rapids, the historic 
associations of Montreal, 
quaint old Quebec, with its fa¬ 
mous miracle-working Shrine 
of Ste. Anne de Beaupre and 
the renowned Saguenay River, 
with its stupendous Capes 
"Trinity" and "Eternity" high¬ 
er than Gibraltar. 
Another   Wonderful   Water   Trip 
A Seven-Day Voyage  O'er  Huron 
And Superior 
A week's vacation on a magnificent 
Great Lakes Liner. A cruise through 
the enchanting Upper Lakes Region 
with its majestic sweep of waters, 
its   sublime   and   rugged   coast   lines. 
Detroit,   Windsor,   Samia,   Soo, 
Port Arthur, Duluth and Return 
Illustrated booklet, map and guide, 
sent on request to J. L. Hughes, 
General Agent, Union Trust Bldg. 
Canadian Steamship Lines, Limited 
Northern Navigation Co., Limited 
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DEL-MAR THEATRE 
C. M. YOUNG, Mgr. 
Nothing but the Best in 
PHOTOPLAYS 
Bowling Green,       ~       -:-       --       Ohio 
Try this Drug Store First 
Drugs Sodas Stationery 
Face Powders       Perfume, Etc. 
—o  
Powell's 
Palace Pharmacy 
J. A. POWELL G. A. POWELL 
One hundred ninety-five 
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Butler Drug Store 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Developing and Printing Films 
TT 
Gibson's 
Home Restaurant 
That Good Place to Eat 
"Where the Brothers Eat" 138 N. Main St 
One hundred ninety-six 
We the Undersigned Have Agreed to Contribute 
One Dollar Each to 
State Normal College 
KEY OF 1924 
FRANK COEN 
WAVE COLLER 
W. A. COOK 
ENGLISH BROS. 
L. A. CUPP 
By Committee 
RALPH HODGSON 
JOHN J. MAAS 
McCRORY AND MUNN 
R. A. WHITKER 
RED FRONT GROCERY 
H. A. SHAWAKER 
Porter—"Just as the two burglars climbed in the window the clock struck one." 
Pessel—"Be more explicit; which one did the clock strike?" 
Ladd—"How near were you to the answer to the fifth?" 
Bachman—"Two seats away." 
Emily—"I wonder why I was chosen comic editor?" 
Don—"Have you a mirror?    That requires reflection." 
Murdock—"You ought to sleep well.' 
Ramon—"Why?" 
Murdock—"You lie so easily." 
Leiter—"Am I a little pale?" 
Lake—"No you're a big tub." 
Helen—"What do you take for a cold?" 
Emily—"Two or three handkerchiefs." 
Tom Crowley—"This lettuce tastes beastly—did you wash it?" 
Mrs. Crowley—"Why of course I did, and I used perfumed soap, too." 
Miss McCain—"What, in your opinion is the finest piece of fiction?" 
Dr. Kohl—"My latest income tax return!" 
One hundred ninety-seven 
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Officers 
I E. M. FRIES, President. S. R. CASE, Vice-President. 
r J. H. LINCOLN, Cashier. A. H. LODGE, Asst. Cashier. 
t A. M. PATTERSON, Asst. Cashier.        J. L. CRANE, Teller 
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Wood County Savings 
Bank Co. 
Surplus $85,000 
I 
I A Savings Account or Certificate of Deposit Earns 
4% I 
I 
I Interest 
I 
College students' banking business solicited 
I Have a checking account   with us 
i 
■a 
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Good Eats Home Cooking 
The 
COLLEGE 
INN 
Where The 
"Toonerville Trolley" 
Stops 
153 E. Wooster        Phone 253 
Picture Frame 
and Gift Shop 
Opp. Del Mar Theatre 
The Home of Art 
PICTURES, GIFTS, 
FRAMES, 
GREETING CARDS □ □ 
A Complete  Line  of High Class 
Engraving. 
Special Prices to Graduates 
Uhlman's Shoe 
Store 
"After All Uhlman's 
Shoes Are  Better" 
N. Main St. Phone 213-R 
For 
QUALITY SERVICE 
call 
Home Steam 
Laundry 
"Send it 
to the Laundry' 
One hundred ninety nine 
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The Clevenger Stores 
Buy Goods Ready To Wear 
121-123 South Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
WOOD COUNTY'S BEST STORE 
SHE KNEW THE GAME 
Miss Allen—(at the game as the pitcher and catcher hold a conference)—"What are they 
talking about?" 
Jack—"About what to throw to the next batter." 
Miss Allen—"But they aren't allowed to throw anything to him except the ball." 
MISTAKEN FLATTERY 
Bob H.—"Will you go to the dance with me?" 
Helen Stull—"I'm sorry,  I can't.    But I'll introduce you to a very handsome and clever 
girl whom you can take." 
Bob H.—"I don't want a handsome and clever girl.    I want you." 
"An heirloom," explained Miss Fitzgerald, "is something that has been handed down from 
father to son." 
"Gee," replied Place, "that's a queer name for pants." 
Miss Heston—"I told you to watch when that solution boiled over." 
Chris—"I did.   It was just a quarter to four." 
Johnny—"Shall we dance or talk?" 
Evy—"I'm awfully tired—let's dance." 
Mildred—"Was the exam very steep?" 
Kurz—A—60—percent grade." 
Premo—"And then the dancer dropped a curtsy." 
Lloyd IVitte—"Wasn't she terribly embarassed?" 
Prof. Mosely—"Name all  the lower animals, beginning here  with Mr.  Fox." 
Two hundred 
EVERYBODY LIKES CANDY ESTABLISHED 1906 I CHOCOLATES AND BON-BONS 
_._ N FRENCH NOUGAT AND .X   ^ 
CARAMELS s OUR SPECIALTY 
-0- u 
Ice Cream and Sundaes of all Kinds R 
A The Biggest Sanitary Fountain in the City. 
Capacity of Room 115 Patrons N 
N. Calomiris C K 
Lowney's Chocolates in Boxes CHAS. R. NEAPING 
•———«———————— 129 E. Court St. 
1889                                    1924 
The 
la^rfe! Equitable G^VVO 
Savings & Loan 
Company Compliments 
The "Old and Reliable of 
Savings Institution" Wiggins and Gillespie 
35 Years Operation Without 140 N. Main St. 
the Loss of One Dollar 
5% 
ON SAVINGS hM 133 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, 0. 
THE   KEY 
Sanitary 
Dry 
Cleaners 
Dyeing   -   Pleating 
139 East Wooster Street 
mm 
Phone 28 
"Member of the Florist-Telegraph- 
Delivery" 
All kinds of Cut Flowers and 
Potted Plants for all 
occasions 
Brigham's 
Flower Store 
174 South Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio. 
Uhlman's 
Clothing Store 
Headquarters 
for all 
The New Things 
IN 
Clothing, Furnishings 
and Hats 
102 So. Main St. Phone 364 
Lef~ 
BOWERS 
Do Your 
Garment Cleaning 
Phone 178L 
Two hundred two —H£ 
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Bob—"There is a certain question I've wanted to ask you all week." 
Frances B.—"Well  get  a move on you, I've had the answer ready for months." 
Crawford—"I thought you took Spanish last year." 
Leiter—"I did but the teacher encored me." 
Two rules for a happy famih 
i.    Mother the baby. 
2.    Baby the mother. 
A ford is like a schoolroom—A big "crank" up in front, and a lot of little "nuts" all around. 
Peg—"Oh!   Hayden, how perfectly lovely of you to buy me these beautiful roses.    I believe 
there is a little dew on them yet." 
Hayden—"Yes, but I'll pay it tomorrow." 
Dinty sings at the Five Bros. 
"My bonnie looked into the gas tank, 
But nothing in there did she see; 
She lighted a match to assist her— 
Oh!   bring back my bonnie to me." 
Hatch—"Did you hear them applaud  when I  left the stage.' 
Etoll—"Don't blame them a bit." 
Sauer—"You will excuse me, sir, but I didn't catch your name." 
Everett—"It's Fish." 
Say, Knocker, if jour name isn't in the Annual it's your fault. 
RED RAG 
Hatch—"That sure is a flaming tie you  have on  today,  Solon." 
Solon Hesrick—"You sure are right—I got it at a fire sale." 
Prof.  Clutts—(In  Secondary Education  class)—"What would happen  to these  poor Junior 
High School pupils if they were thrown out on their responsibility?" 
Jean  S/iercr—(whispering  to   Helen   H.)—"Where  is  your   responsibility?" 
Ray—"The only thing for you to do is to go around and ask her to forgive you." 
Dmty—"But I was in the right." 
Ray—"Then you'd better take some flowers and candy with you, too." 
AT THE RESTAURANT 
Muns—"Say, Doc, your coat sleeve is in my soup." 
Lake—"I should worry;  my coat is dirty anyway." 
Place—"How  long can  I  live without brains?" 
Kooch—"That remains to be seen." 
Two hundred three 
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If You Like the Photographs Reproduced 
in This Book You Will Be Interested in 
Knowing That Mr. Walker Was The Key's 
Official Photographer 
AMATEUR KODAK FINISHING 
James Walker Studio 
E. Wooster St. 
Two hundred four 
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THE MARK OF \,m Ml EXCELLENCE 
% ENGRWING^FOR THIS / 
EDITION WERE PREPARED 
mthi ine. 
FORT WAYNE 
ENGRAVING CO. 
FORT WAYNE,    INDIANA 
ENGRAVERS - ILLUSTRATORS 
and ELECTROTYPERS 
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Miller Baking Co 
136 North Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Ice Cream 
Sodas 
Fine Candies 
nn 
Fancy Baked Goods 
"If you get it at Miller's, It's Good" 
Motor and the girls n^for with you; Walk and you walk alone. 
Miss McCain—"Can you mention a case of great friendship made famous through literature?" 
Innocent Mohr—"Mutt and Jeff." 
Laura—"I consider sheep the stupidest creatures living." 
Wittmer—"Yes, my lamb." 
Lenore McKinley— ("Sweetly" as they sip their tea together)—"Isn't this delicious?" 
Bob Place—(Absent-mindedly)—"Yes, I love to take tea with a little lemon." 
Then The Storm Broke 
Thelma H.—"It looks  like rain, you had  better stay for dinner." 
George F.—"Oh, thanks; but I don't think it's bad enough for that.' 
Rapid Promotion 
"I guess I'll double my income," said Dinty as he folded his ten dollar bill. 
Florence Woods—"Oh, wait a minute, Mr. Overman, I want to take your picture." 
Mr. Overman—"Why I'm not dressed up now." 
Florence—"That's all right, we want you to look natural." 
Two hundred six 
The cover for 
this annual 
was created by 
The DAVID J. 
MOLLOY CO. 
2857 N. Western Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
(Bvery Molloy Made 
Cover bears this 
trade mark on the 
back lid- 
-U 
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Open Evenings Our Own Delivery 
BURKETT GROCERY 
900 and 902 E. Wooster St. 
Phone 641 
We serve bologna, veal loaf, ham, dried beef, cheese, peanut butter and pimento 
cheese sandwiches at 5c each. 
We handle staple and fancy groceries, dry goods and notions, fine hosiery and 
socks. "June Skies" powder puffs—the famous "La Mode" face powder—none better, 
satisfaction guaranteed. 
Fancy Barretts, box paper, choice box candies, also a larger variety of candy than 
any other grocery in the city, including 14 different Schrafft's "Blue Ribbon" Chocolates 
and 8 kinds of Schraff's chocolate bars at 5c each, also 12 different 10c bars and 39 makes 
of 5c bars.    Penny and. bulk candies in abundance. 
Come here for, Adhesive Tape, Bandages, Absorbent Cotton, "Charley-Horse" Cures, 
Corn Plasters. Tooth-ache Drops. Aspirin Tablets. Ben Gay Turpentine. Worm Syrup 
and Tablets, Cough and Cold Remedies, Castoria, Syrup of Pepsin, Syrup of Figs, Doan's 
Kidney Pills, Liver and Cathartic Pills, Milk of Magnesia, Sloan's Liniment, Epsom 
Salts. 
Men's Garters and Arm Bands. 
We handle copper wash boilers, galvanized tubs and wash boards. 
Cold and smoked meats, Al quality sliced ham and bacon. 
We were the first in Bowling Green to operate a U. S. Slicing Machine. We cut 
Folger's Dried Beef in slices one sixty-fourth of an inch in thickness. Thin enough for 
toothless people to eat with satisfaction. 
Our store has grown wonderfully in the last two years (Thanks largely to the stu¬ 
dents of the Normal). 
Our Coffees have helped us grow. We have our own private brands ranging in 
price from 25c to $5.00 per pound.    The sales on our 35c Coffee are increasing daily. 
Teas and Cocoa we have in small and large packages. 
Olives, green, ripe and stuffed in eight different sized containers. Get them here 
at 15c to 75c per can. 
Open Evenings 
OUR OWN DELIVERY 
900-902 E. Wooster St. Phone 641 
C* »K* »^i »^ rT^ t&i &li r^i &1% r^i r?£i r^i r^ ^i »^« r^i tZ*l* r^i »^i r^i »!5!i r^t r*£t r3£i tTZt »5^ rSZi »5Zi rSE* »!5!i »* 
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A ROOM IS WILLIAMS' HALL 
FIRST ANNUAL WASHINGTON TOUR 
The first Washington, D. C. tour of the State College was a decided success in every way. 
The party of twenty left Toledo Monday at 245 P. M., and arrived in Washington at about 
10:30 on Tuesday morning, the delay being due to a great flood at Cumberland, Va. 
After a brief rest and dinner, the party went by taxi to the Bureau of Printing and Engraving, 
where the members had the opportunity to see how postage stamps and money are printed. Then 
a visit was paid to the Old Museum. During the following days, there were tours of the city, 
visits to the Congressional Library, the Capitol, Botanical Gardens, The New Museum, Red 
Cross. Pan-American. Corcoran Art Gallery. Franciscan Monastery, Arlington Xational Cemetery, 
Mount Vernon, Christ Church and Masonic Lodge Room in Alexandria, and other places of 
interest. During the visit to the White House, two members of the party, with Judge Hatfield, 
of the Court of Appeals, were introduced to the President of the United States. 
One of the greatest points of interest in Washington is the Lincoln Memorial, to which 
shrine thousands of visitors come daily to pay their meed of respect. No one can describe its 
beauty or its sacredness. No member of the party will soon forget its significance, as they will 
not forget the many delightful impressions received from the trip. Each of them is a new- 
person, for one cannot come into touch with so many wonderful thinrrs, or travel with friends 
for a week, without getting a new vision of life. Every student of the College should plan 
definitely to join this annual tour at some time. 
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1892 1924 
The 
C.B.EBERLY 
Insurance Agency 
General Insurance 
Fidelity  Bonds 
Farm Loans 
Real Estate 
Pacific Mutual Life 
Agency 
133 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
The State 
Bank 
of 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Capital, $100,000.00 
Surplus, $21,000.00 
Organized   and   Opened   for 
Business June 28th, 1917 
Interest Paid on Savings 
Member Federal Reserve System 
All Deposits Insured 
Watches Jewelry 
Gifts for All Seasons of the Year 
Alex Klever 
JEWELER 
121 North Main St. 
Expert Watch Repairing, 
Engraving and 
Diamond Mounting a Specialty 
B. G. N. C. Jeweler 
Diamonds Clocks 
Our QUALITY FURNI¬ 
TURE is the kind you will 
eventually buy—it is the 
furniture you will always 
be proud of. 
J. W. Whitker 
and Co. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
157-159-161 North Main St. 
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LEHMANN 
BROS. 
Dealers in 
Fresh, Salt and Smoked 
Meats 
i 
116 So. Main St.       Phone 149 
Sanitary • 
Bakery 
for Better 
Baked 
Goods 
203 N. Main St. 
See 
A. Riess 
FOR MADE-TO-ORDER 
SUITS 
Fine Suits To 
Your Own Measurements 
$29.75, $33.50, $39.75 
Compliments 
of 
H. Rappaport 
& Co. 
General Merchandise 
Novelties 
y*^ 
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Church 
Shoe Shop 
146 W. Wooster St. 
EVERYTHING 
in JEWELRY 
to meet the taste of 
fancy and need of 
the COLLEGIAN 
Complete stock and repair 
parts for all makes of 
pens and pencils. 
F. Olnhausen 
Optometrist-Jeweler 
124 S. Main St.     Bowling Green,0. 
CAMPBELL AND 
COLLER 
Plumbers and  Tinners 
Steam,  Hot Water and  Hot Air 
Heating, Electrical Work, Cof- 
field Electrical Wash¬ 
ing Machines 
7 
BOWLING GREEN, 0. 
Normal Supply 
Store 
Meals and Short Orders 
Ice Cream and Candies 
Soft Drinks 
McFadon 
Phone 369-L 534 E. Court St. 
Two hundred twelve "yg 
Apollo Chocolates 
m 
Bulk 
and 
In Fancy Packages 
Lincoln & Dirlam 
"The Drug Store on the Square" 
Judge—"How long have you owned this car?" 
Prof. Biery—(arrested for speeding)—"Three weeks, sir." 
Judge—"Um—then you can still afford to pay a fine.—Twenty dollars, please." 
Hatch—"A man told me the other day I  looked like you." 
Nelson—"Where is he?    I want to punch him one." 
Hatch—"I killed him!" 
Prof. Clutts—"I suppose  Henry Ford is what you would call  a self-made man." 
Fuller—"No sir, he is what I would call a machine-made man." 
Don—"What was the last card I dealt you?" 
Etoll—"A spade." 
Don—"I knew  it was.    I saw you spit in your hand, before you picked it up- 
Miss Allen—"I could dance to heaven with you." 
Jack—"Can  vou  reverse?" 
Dr.  Williams—"That young man stayed too  late last night, Mary." 
Mary—"Yes, Dad, I was showing him some picture postcards." 
Dr. IVilliams—"Well, next time he wants to stav vou might show him some of my electric 
light bills!" 
Scherff—"Does your fiancee know much  about  automobiles?" 
Davidson—"Heavens,  no;  she asked me  if  I cleaned my car by stripping the gears!" 
IN  THE ANNUAL ROOM 
F. Woods—"I'll have to have a model for this dumbell.    I can't draw one to save me." 
Iscah Belle—"I am sorry but I haven't time to pose." 
Two hundred thirteen 
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S. W. BOWMAN 
Attorney-At-Law 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
THOMAS M. LEA, D. D. S. 
Phone 181 
Bowling Green, Ohio. 
Newton R. Harrington    Edwin B. Pierce 
HARRINGTON & PIERCE 
Attorney-At-Law 
Exchange Bank Building 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
E. J. FROWINE, D. D. S. 
122 S. Main St. 
EDWARD M. FRIES 
Attorney-At-Law 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
DR. WILLIAM H. GERNERT 
DENTIST 
Exchange Bank Building 
Phone 85-A 
Bowling Green, Ohio. 
LADD & JAMES 
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law 
203-4-5-6 and 7 Elk Block 
Bowling Green, Ohio. 
F. A. ELSON, D. D. S. 
110 S. Main 
EARL D. BLOOM 
LAW 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
JESSE J. CURRY 
Optometrist and Mfg. Optician 
IK! Court Street 
Phone 146 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
DR. J. W. RAE 
DR. F. V. BOYLE 
122 S. Main St. 
Phone 123 
Dr. ARTHUR M. HARRISON 
Rooms 5, 6 and 7 Bensohoter Bldg. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
WM. BUNNIPACE, Atty. 
134 N. Main St. Bowling Green, Ohio 
Special   Attention   to   Federal   Farm 
Loans and Abstract. 
Breeder of Register of Merit Gold and 
Silver Medal Jersey Cattle. 
F. D. HALLECK, M. D. 
Bowline; Green, Ohio 
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The Hughes Dairy Co. 
Manufacturers and Dealers -. 
Ice Cream, Butter, Pasteurized Milk 
Ice and Coal 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
FRATERNITY, COLLEGE 
and 
CLASS JEWELRY 
Commencement  Announcements  and Invitations 
Jeweler to the Senior and Sophomore Classes 
of Bowling Green College 
L. G. Balfour Co. 
Manufacturing Jewelers and Stationers 
Attleboro, Mass. 
ASK ANY COLLEGE GREEK 
Two hundred fifteen 
Traffic Rules in Japan 
Extract from North China Daily News and Herald. ' 
9-24-21 
At the rise of the hand of policeman, stop rapidly. Do not pass him by or otherwise 
disrespect him. 
When a passenger of the foot hove in sight, tootle the horn trumpet to him melodiously 
at first. If he still obstacle your passage, tootle him with vigour, and express by word of mouth, 
the warnings, "Hi, Hi. B." 
Beware of the wondering horse that he shall not take fright as you pass him by. Do not 
explode the exhaust box at him. 
Go soothingly by, or stop by the roadside till he pass away. 
Give space to the festive dog that he make sport in the roadway. 
Avoid entanglement of dog with your wheel spokes. 
Go soothingly on the grease mud as there lurk the skid demon. 
Press the brake of the foot as you roll around the corner to save collapse and tie-up. 
Grief a La Vegetable 
There  were  tears  in  the  eyes  of  the  potato, 
And  the cabbage hung its head. 
There was terrible grief in the kitchen, 
For the vinegar's mother was dead. 
When to chapel I do go 
A  little  prayer  I  whisper  low; 
I say in accent soft, and deep, 
"Now  I  lay me down  to sleep." 
Mule  in  the backyard,  sleepy and  slick. 
Boy with a cockleburr on a stick, 
Creeps up behind him quiet as a mouse. 
Crepe on the door of the little boy's house. 
A woodpecker sat on a Freshman's head 
And  started  away  to  drill. 
He drilled away for half a day, 
And finally burst his bill. 
Roses are red, 
Violets are blue; 
I can  row a boat, 
Canoe? 
It may be hot in a desert, 
And  Hades is noted for heat; 
But the hottest of all hot places 
Is Miss  Hall's  fifth-hour seat. 
"Oh what are you afraid of, my child ?" 
Inquired Miss Doane, a teacher. 
"Oh, m'am, the flowers they are wild," 
Replied the timid creature. 
Bobbed haired Betty- 
Was  a  radio slave; 
She hopes they'll  broadcast 
A permanent wave. 
Two hundred sixteen Si 
Just as a Token of ' 
OUR GOOD WILL 
to the 
Class of 1924 
Coen Furniture Store 
Value—Service—Satisfaction 
Athletic Outfitters i 
High Schools and Colleges 
Write us for a catalogue. 
The Athletic Supply Co 
520 Adams St. 1712 N. High St. 
Toledo, Ohio. Columbus, Ohio 
i 
 A 
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Zimmerman's 
American Confectionery 
for 
Candies of All Kinds 
Try   Our   Sodas 
"They're Delicious" 
169 No. Main St. 
Fountain Service Par Excellent 
Candies of the Best 
Meet your friends at 
Labey's 
Confectionery 
Chosen Rendezvous of the 
Younger Set 
Exclusive    Dealers   for    Johnson's, 
Page & Shaw, Durand and 
Mavis Box Candies. 
A.E.Avery 
Coal and Building 
Material 
a 
"Coal must be as 
represented or money 
refunded." 
A. E. Avery       525 W. Wooster St. 
THE 
Wood County 
Democrat 
A Weekly Family 
Newspaper 
Also 
JOB PRINTING 
of the 
BEST SORT 
Two hundred eighteen 
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FOR QUALITY LUMBER 
and High Class Millwork 
s 
The Hankey Lumber & 
Building Co. 
HOW THE ANNUAL GOT ITS NAME 
Tuesday, January 29, 1924, the entire 
chapel period was devoted to speeches about 
our Annual. One of the speakers on this 
program was Coach McCandless, whose sub¬ 
ject was "My Annual and What It Means to 
Me." During his speech, the coach several 
times referred to his annual as a key which he 
used to unlock his past. Professor Overman, 
who was in charge of the exercise, conceived 
the idea that our annual would become a key 
to our past, so he suggested that the Bee Gee 
annual should henceforth be known as "The 
Key." Proof that the name met with ap¬ 
proval of the student body was the uproarous 
applause which greeted Mr. Overman's sug¬ 
gestion. So now our annual is named. Al¬ 
ways it will be known as "The Key," and 
never was there a cleverer title. 
Autographs 
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